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Keith has already
launched his attempt to
take over the Internet
Movie Database
(IMDB) but can you
guess what he plans for
his next stage in total
world domination?
There may be a very subtle clue on this page if you look
extremely closely.
(It could be something to do with Wikipedia)

Stay safe everybody
Another Woodie Writes for us
Tony Papard goes Cottaging (sort of)
John Howard (and others) review like mad
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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BLACK LIVES MATTER
This is the slogan that's been brought to our attention over the past few months, ever since those
barbaric actions in America. Unfortunately, this has caused a lot of people to think that black people
have suffered oppression and abuse instead and whilst they have, they've also enjoyed hero
worship especially in the music world.
To illustrate this, when it comes to black people, there's a whole lot of them that have mattered to
me and my fellow music fans for many years, going back to the 1950s.
Names like Little Richard, Ray Charles, Chuck Berry, Fats Domino, Larry Williams, Bo Diddley, The
Drifters, etc., etc., were amongst our musical heroes. In fact, we regarded being black as an attribute
to Rock’n’Roll music in general.

When I first heard them, I actually thought that names like Eddie Cochran, Eddie Fontaine, Dale
Hawkins, Frankie Ford and Ronnie Hawkins were also black performers. But of course that was
their influences coming through in the way they put their music over.
Other black performers were the likes of Bobby Day, Chuck Willis, James Brown, The Coasters,
Sam Cooke, Little Willie John and Jackie Wilson. The ladies too had their fair share of great talents
with Ruth Brown, Laverne Baker, Etta James, Dinah Washington, Sarah Vaughan and Roberta
Flack. Some of my other all-time favourite records feature black artists such as Ritchie Barrett's
"Some Other Guy", the Isley Brothers’ "Twist And Shout", Bobby Parker's "Watch Your Step", Marvin
Gaye's "You're A Wonderful One" and Doris Troy's "Just One Look", plus a whole lot more.
In the ‘60s a number of black performers' careers enjoyed a new lease of life with the R&B and
blues boom. Names like Sonny Boy Williamson, Memphis Slim, John Lee Hooker, Sister Rosetta
Tharpe, Howlin' Wolf and Muddy Waters all enjoyed the adulation they deserved given to them by
fans and musicians alike.
Whilst many of these names displayed sophistication and professionalism
on a par with any white performers, out on a limb was the original 'wild man',
Screaming Jay Hawkins. Unfortunately, he certainly put Black culture back
many years with his antics. Appearing with a bone through his nose and a
spear!, his appearances in the few films he was in were sadly reduced to just
a few seconds.
However, most of Jay's actions were done very much tongue-in-cheek and
should be appreciated as such. His appearances in the UK in the early 2000s drew capacity crowds.
Other such great talents as Nat 'King' Cole, Louis Armstrong, Johnny Mathis, Lena Horne, Count
Basie, Ella Fitzgerald and Duke Ellington are certainly great role models for both black and white
people to follow. All these performers had the foresight and professionalism to enjoy their careers
and the contribution they made.
Therefore, in my musical world, black lives certainly matter and have done for a long time.
John Firminger
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The Donald’s hair waves
goodbye as he prepares to fly off
into obscurity (except for a
potential impeachment
hearing) and spells out in
semaphore “ HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE! ”
Hi Gang.
It’s not too late to wish you a happy, safe, healthy new year! Well, I guess we can finally see that
glimmer of light at the end of the tunnel; a few no doubt have had their injections, and many will be
waiting. We can’t expect any easing of restrictions yet; venues, cinemas, theatres, pubs and bars
won’t be opening their doors yet awhile. We here at Tales From The Woods are
trying our best to keep you entertained through the pages of this magazine, constant
updating on the TFTW Facebook page of videos so diverse, it must cater for all tastes
within our eclectic membership, readership and beyond. Our hardworking team
behind the TFTW Facebook have indeed done us proud.

























Issue 118 saw the final of our first series of face-to-face interviews, which have proved so very
popular. I’m certainly very proud of the accolades that have been expressed by so many of our loyal
readership. Before we kick off with series 2 at some point during the course of this current year, an
idea has been bounced more than once that what a truly interesting and fascinating book these
Interviews would make. Appreciating that many are a little on the long side, it would I suspect lead
into more than one volume. I would personally be very reluctant to have any of these conversations
edited, as sadly some of these fine performers, musicians, fans and writers are no longer with us,
and they are often their final words spoken to a potential audience. I am humbled to be in that
position of being the unintended purveyor of their legacy and for that reason alone I feel editing is
to be avoided.
Let us know what you think. Drop us an email, text, telephone call, or even ‘letter to the editor’ that’ll be good, we haven’t had a letter for a while.

























We have spoken in the past regarding three projects we have under discussion and progression but
due almost entirely to the current pandemic, like most things in life they have had to be placed on
hold. However, we finally have one of these three projects’ wheels turning once again. Tales From
The Woods will have its very own Wikipedia entry soon, maybe not by the time Issue 119 hits your
screens, but soon after, certainly by the time those who prefer their favourite bi-monthly magazine
in paper form, cuddled up by a warm fire with a hot mug of tea. Paper folks who are computerless,
well, I guess they’ll have to wait until, sons, daughters and grandchildren call.
Whilst on the subject of paper folk, I’d like to take the opportunity to thank you all very much for your
kind and glowing words in praise of the magazine, particularly our recent, glossy, colourful, centre
stitched copies. Not only that but accepting without a blink of the eye our considerable price rise to
cover costs for us to continue presenting the new format. What can I say!! Woodie people, are truly
the best.

























In our Christmas issue, 118, we ran our first electronic interview, aimed to complement our existing
face to face interviews and the first guest to appear was singer Peter Wynne.
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Although we knew Peter had been suffering from ill health for a while
we were indeed shocked and saddened to learn that he had passed
away suddenly at his home in Oxfordshire. He was 81.
Peter had a long, distinguished career in the music industry from
rock’n’roll and pop tours through to operettas, stage
musicals, and the interview makes a fascinating
read, if you have not got round to reading it yet. If
discovering us for the very first time, just simply type
in our website www.tftw.org.uk and follow the link for back issues.
At the time of going to press, we hear from across the Atlantic of the death aged 87
of country, rockabilly singer and guitarist Jimmie Rodgers who hit big back in 1957
with “Honeycomb” internationally. TFTW will offer tribute in a forthcoming issue.

























Tales from The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to rockabilly/country singer, pianist,
guitarist Carl Mann who died December 16th 2020, aged 78.
I got to see Carl Mann twice during the passage of a couple of
decades, the first time in the 1980s whilst the rockabilly and
Rock’n’Roll scene’s second coming of the previous decade still
held sway. Artists from the music’s heartlands of the southern
states were getting phone calls from European promotors to cross
the Atlantic and to strut their stuff to a young, enthusiastic
audience, one such case in point being Carl Mann. Personally, I
recall being impressed with his laid back but highly professional
approach, if somewhat overdressed in a very smart suit, frilly
white shirt completed by a bow tie, at odds with the rough and
tumble but highly regarded venue of Dingwall’s, Camden Lock,
backed up by the Dave Travis Band. Our very good friend here at
TFTW, Dave was on rhythm guitar, and on lead the excellent Eddie
Jones, who after the passing of many moons was the guitarist of choice and hire for our very first
2is Reunion show at the 100 Club, London back in 2007. On drums that evening another loyal friend,
Howard Tibble, show attendee and on several occasions occupying the drum stool on TFTW shows.
With such wonderful musicians behind him, Carl performed to perfection, at the time he was still a
young buck himself, his first recording at the tender age of 14 for the Jaxon label, signing for the
legendary Sun label before his 17th birthday, and gaining a top forty hit in 1959 with Mona Lisa. A
decade to a decade and half younger than most of his contemporaries, by the time he hit the stage
at Dingwall’s he was barely more than 40.
Next time would be the early years of this current century, location
Hemsby in Norfolk where this sleepy seaside village celebrated
the joy and lifestyle of the Rock’n’Roll scene, twice a year for
several decades and continues to this very day. Carl Mann
headlined on Saturday night of this particular Rock’n’Roll
weekender, once again with trusty Dave Travis at his side on
rhythm guitar and as musical director, the slightly less over
dressed but still very smart and professional artist performed a
faultless set, winning much appreciation from the packed main
hall auditorium.
Born 22nd August 1942 in Leach, Tennessee, his parents ran their
own lumber business. Much of his childhood was spent singing in
church whilst at the same time finding himself to have a passion
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for ‘country’ music heard on the family radio. The influence grew to such a degree that by the age
of 12 in 1954 he formed his first country band with likeminded friends of a similar age.
However, as he entered his teens, growing pains were accompanied by the sounds of nearby Sun
records of Memphis, Tennessee, hearing Elvis Presley, Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis and many
other legends in waiting. Ready to try his luck, he cut a track entitled Rockin’ Love for a local label
Jaxon in 1957, and the following year Carl was guided to Sun records’ door to meet company boss
Sam Phillips, by Johnny Cash’s drummer W. S. ‘Fluke’ Holland.
Soon a recording session was set up for Carl and his band “Kool Kats” which included his long-time
friend guitarist Eddie Bush, resulting in a top forty hit nationwide with a rockabilly take on Nat King
Cole’s Mona Lisa. At the same time Conway Twitty put out similar take on the song, also gaining a
top forty entry.
He struggled a little with follow ups, gaining a reputation for “rocking up the oldies” which no doubt
stereotyped him, undeservedly so, at the very tail end of the fifties which coincided with Sun records
declining pioneering power. Another oldie gave him a modicum of success Pretend, peaking at No
57 on the USA top hundred billboard charts.
The birth of the decade of the 1960s saw release of the LP, “Like
Mann” which was not a great seller outside of his home territory. By
1964, he found himself beckoned by Uncle Sam to do his bit in the
US army, and a vastly changed music scene greeted him on
discharge, although happy to give it another go with Down To My
Last, I Love You on the Monument label. Unfortunately, the
burgeoning label failed to find new audience for him, deciding him to
find a new way of making a living. Around this same period, he was
struggling with alcohol abuse which may have been a player in his
decision to quit.
In 1974, Carl was ready to return, hitting the comeback trail as a
country artist, finding releases on ABC and Dot labels. Twilight Time just inched into the US country
charts, but better times were once again beckoning come 1977 when he signed on the dotted line
for Dutch record label Rockhouse who, as the name suggests, specialised in roots rockin’ music
run by the fans for the fans, releasing a half live, half studio album “Gonna Rock’n’Roll Tonight” in
1978, following it up in 1981 with “Rockabilly Country”.
Touring Europe spasmodically, in the UK, Shakin’ Stevens placed Mann’s old hit version of Pretend
high in the charts with near identical arrangement. Once again Mann threw in the towel to dedicate
his life to the family logging business.
He was back out of rocking retirement in 2005,
initially to perform at a local festival, soon to be
treading the boards again in Europe as well
playing the Viva Las Vegas Rock’n’Roll festival
while dates in Nashville, and Jackson, Tennessee
among others beckoned.
2006 saw the release of the CD “Rockabilly
Highway” on which he shared space with Rayburn
Anthony as well as his old buddy, drummer W. S.
‘Fluke’ Holland. Two years later in 2008, he was
inducted into the Rockabilly Hall of Fame. Keeping it very much in the family, his son Richard had
become a permanent fixture in his band on US dates. In 2011 a book was published entitled “The
Last Son Of Sun” recounting his memories in the music business, recalling with much fondness
fellow performers, musicians, fans and friends.
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Directed by Otto Preminger
Frank Sinatra - Kim Novak - Eleanor Parker - Arnold Stang - Richard Strauss - Darren McGavin.
Based upon the 1949 book by acclaimed author
Nelson Algren, considered to be one of the finest
novels of the immediate post war years. The jazz
based soundtrack was scored and performed by
Elmer Bernstein.
For many decades this film would be considered
the ultimate accurate depiction of the horrors of
drug addiction, highly controversial at the time of
release, experiencing struggles with the censors to
gain a release outside selected small independent
art house cinemas. Eventually this moody black
and white near film noir found general release in
the USA and elsewhere. The film would find itself
being nominated for three academy awards; Frank
Sinatra as best actor in the lead role, Elmer
Bernstein for musical director, Joseph C Wright
and Darrell Silvera for best art direction.
Although in the opinion of many this film might be
seen, in terms of drug addiction, as superseded by
Trainspotting (1996) and Human Traffic (1999), I
beg to differ, as I believe this film to be a
masterpiece. Sinatra’s cold turkey scene is truly
harrowing, on a par in my mind to that of Tony
Curtis’ breakdown scene in The Boston Strangler
(1968).
Illegal card dealer and wannabe jazz drummer,
Frankie Machine, (Frank Sinatra) is released from prison. Whilst serving his stretch he finally
managed to get clean of his drug addiction which had been responsible for him serving time in the
Lexington, Kentucky Federal Narcotics Farm, although the drug from which he had at that point
escaped is not named in the film, although the general consensus of opinion suggests it is heroin.
Optimistically with his battered drumkit he heads home to Chicago’s seedy north side
neighbourhood, and it’s not too long before he meets up with old buddy Sparrow (Arnold Stang)
who runs a scam selling homeless dogs to unsuspecting customers. Sparrow treats Frank like his
idolatry elder brother and clings on to him every step of the way. However, far more sinister
Schwiefka (Richard Strauss) who he used to deal for with his illegal gambling racket, has many
ulterior motives to welcome him back. Soon word is out that Frank is back in town, and it’s not too
long before his former drug dealer Louie (Darren McGavin) is seeking him out.
Once home Frank is reunited with his wife Zosh (Eleanor Parker) who has faked being crippled in
an accident in a car driven by drug addled Frank some years prior, who keeps up the pretence of
being wheelchair bound. Her guilt-ridden husband feels morally obliged to stay with her in an ever
decreasingly loving relationship.
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Around her neck she wears a silver chain with a whistle attached which she used in Frankie’s
absence whilst in prison, to call a neighbour Vi (Doro Merande) who kindly attends to whatever the
need may be.
Zosh and Frank share a small apartment, where he feels smothered by her demands, hindering him
in every way possible from realising his dream of becoming a jazz drummer in a big band. Whilst
searching out possibilities for auditions, he encounters old flame Molly (Kim Novak) who lives in the
apartment directly below Frank and Zosh. Unlike his wife, Molly has always encouraged Frank to
pursue a career as a professional musician.
Frank finally gets the audition he has so long
craved for; however, as he is without a dime,
he turns to his always eager to please
buddy, Sparrow, to buy or hire him a new
suit, he wants to look his best as well as
being able to play his best. Frank soon
discovers the suit is stolen and before too
long he is picked out in the streets wearing
it.
Finding himself locked up in a local police
cell, Schwiefka offers to pay his bail. At first
Frank refuses the offer knowing fully well
ulterior motives have to be at play, but a
change of mind rapidly occurs after
witnessing a prisoner in an adjacent cell, a
dishevelled drug addict, entering involuntary cold turkey.
Frank obviously has to repay his debt by dealing cards once again at illegal card games, and at the
same time Louie wants his good customer back. Frank is not only dealing all night card games but
is back on his drug of choice. Molly sees what is happening to him and, unable to bear the sight of
a rapidly declining Frank, takes the train out of town to stay with relatives.
He finally gets to try out with a band, but it comes after an all-night card game where, discovered
cheating, he gets beaten up by those he cheated upon. Desperate for a fix, he follows Louie home,
attacks him demanding drugs, ransacks the dealer’s apartment but finds no drugs.
At his audition Frank is coming down badly, can neither follow the beat or keep it, and soon he is
back wandering the streets, his dream of being a professional drummer in tatters.
Louie now out for revenge, turns up at Zosh and Frank’s apartment, immediately seeing with his
disbelieving eyes that Zosh has been faking her paralysis. She becomes paranoid of being found
out and pushes Louie over the railings on a stairwell where he falls to his death. This all backfires
on Frank who is soon wanted for Louie’s murder.
Frank heads off to visit Molly in the hope of getting money for a fix, innocent of the fact that police
are on his tail as a suspect in Louie’s murder. Molly convinces Frank to go cold turkey and get clean
before he stands a chance with the police to convince them of his side of the story.
Frank, realising game is up, allows himself to be locked up in Molly’s apartment to experience s
gruelling withdrawal, cleansing his system of drugs. Once clean, he confronts Zosh to start a new
life with Molly as well as stand trial. Standing up in front of both Frank and the police, she runs but
can’t get any further than the outside balcony, where trapped, she blows her whistle before throwing
herself over the balcony to her death.
The final scene sees a police ambulance carry away the lifeless body of Zosh. Frank and Molly
watch in dismay until the ambulance pulls away, as they walk slowly away together, Sparrow is
seen walking off in the opposite direction.
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Frank Sinatra (Frankie Machine)

A familiar name to film goers from the 1950s
until retiring from the industry in 1991. She
would go on to star alongside Sinatra in “Pal
Joey” 1957, feature alongside James Stewart
in Alfred Hitchcock’s 1958 masterpiece
“Vertigo” and in 1980 she joined Angela
Lansbury, Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson,
Tony Curtis, Edward Fox, and Geraldine
Chaplin in an adaptation of Agatha Christie’s
novel “The Mirror Crack’d”

December 12th 1915 - 14th May 1998.

Eleanor Parker (Zosh)
26th June 1926 - 9th December 2013.

Francis Albert Sinatra, apart from being one
of the most famous and influential singers of
the previous century, was a fine actor. Two of
his films will reach my personal favourites for
this series another being “The Detective”
(1968). Like “Man With The Golden Arm” he
was not afraid of approaching controversial
and, certainly for its time, taboo subject
matter.
Kim Novak (Molly)
13th February 1933 Aged 87.
A hugely respected actor, dubbed the
“woman with a thousand faces” on account of
her versatility, featuring in over 80 films and
countless television appearances during her
long career, which began in 1941 through to
retiring during the same as year as Kim
Novak, 1991.

Robert Strauss (Schwiefka)
8th November 1913 - 20th February 1975.
Very much a character actor associated with
the fifties and sixties, most notably “Stalag
17“ (1953) appearing alongside Marilyn
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Monroe in “Seven Year Itch” (1955) the
1960s would find him in a pair of less than
impressive Elvis Presley movies “Girls, Girls,
Girls” 1962, “Frankie And Johnny“ (1966)
while 1967 would see him in the western
“Fort Utah”

Both a comic and dramatic actor of countless
roles including voice acting on American
radio, a name that would be virtually
household to our readers of a certain age
across the Atlantic. Less so maybe in the UK,
although films he appeared in will be known
to many, including “It’s A Mad Mad Mad Mad
World” 1963, as well as animation voiceovers
for “Top Cat” 1967 “Dennis The Menace“
1973 (no relation to the perennial British star
of the comic paper read by many
generations).

Darren McGavin (Louie)
7th May 1922 - 25th February 2006.

Arnold Stang (Sparrow)
28th September 1918 - 20th December 2009.

A former child runaway, around 1940 finding
bit parts in various movies before landing a
big break on stage in “Death Of A Salesman”.
He stayed loyal to theatre, although finding
time to appear in films such as “Summertime
And The Man” 1955, appearing on television
in the leading role of the “Micky Spillane”
series, Watch out for him too in “Airport”
1977.
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Another Sun legend has regrettably left the building; Ed(win)
Bruce was known to some for his two excellent singles for the
Sun label ("Rock Boppin' Baby"/"More Than Yesterday",
released in August 1957, and "Sweet Woman"/"Part Of My Life",
in April 1958) and by others for his "outlaw" country hits of the
'70s and '80s.
Born William Edwin Bruce Jr. In Keiser, Arkansas, on December
29, 1939, he grew up in Memphis, and in early '57 he approached
Sam Phillips and Jack Clement at 706 Union hoping to record.
Phillips and Clement were duly impressed with the audition and
the aforementioned two singles resulted, with no commercial
success. ("Rock Boppin' Baby" attracted the attention of
Columbia's Collins Kids, however, who delivered a strong version on wax, and did indeed include it
in their live shows for many years).
Bruce moved to RCA in the early '60s, and by 1963 he was recording for the Wand label, attracting
attention with "See The Big Man Cry"; Charlie Louvin scored on the country charts with his version
of the tune, in 1965. Returning to RCA in 1966, he gained a first (country) chart single with 1967's
"Walker's Woods" and cut many sides at Studio B in Nashville, such as "Puzzles", "Lonesome Is
Me", "By Route Of New Orleans" and even the Monkees' "Last Train To Clarksville". He moved on
to Monument in 1969, scoring minor chart hits with "Everybody Wants To Get To Heaven" and
"Song For Jenny".
Bruce was a prolific songwriter to say the least, and the quality of his compositions attracted the upand-coming Tanya Tucker & Crystal Gayle who, respectively, hit with "The Man That Turned My
Mother On" and "Restless", both in 1974 (Tucker also hit big in '79 with the Bruce composition
"Texas (When I Die)"). Bruce's next stop was with United Artists in 1973, and the first few singles
saw no chart success until, in 1976, he finally hit big with "Mamas Don't Let Your Babies Grow Up
To Be Cowboys", a co-write with his then-wife Patsy Bruce. (Waylon Jennings and Willie Nelson
also scored a huge success with their cover of the tune two years later).
He then signed with MCA in 1980 and hit a real
purple patch in terms of chart hits for the next
four years, with such successes as "Diane",
"The Last Cowboy Song", "When You Fall In
Love', "Evil Angel", "Love's Found You And Me",
"Ever Never Loving You", "My First Taste Of
Texas", "After All" and, best of all, "You're The
Biggest Break This Ol' Heart's Ever Had". He
returned again to RCA in 1984, staying for three
years and achieving reasonable chart success
with "You Turn Me On Like A Radio", "Nights"
and "Quietly Crazy", gradually easing down on studio
sessions as time progressed.
Aside from making music, Ed Bruce also earned a good living
doing voice-overs and radio commercials, and acted in TV
(the revival of "Maverick" entitled "Bret Maverick", with James
Garner, in 1980-81) and the movies ("Fire Down Below", with
Steven Seagal). Ed Bruce died of natural causes in
Clarksville, Tennessee on January 8, 2021, at the age of 81.
R.I.P.
Brian Clark
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Readin’ an’ Writin’ – an Education
A constant irritation during this lockdown and the wall-to-wall
news TV watching is the mangling of the language by the selfappointed great and good. Here's the Supreme Leader of the
National Health Service Sir Simon Stevens in a message to the
long-suffering public. He tells us we are in “The Eye of the
Storm.”
Excuse me, Sir Steven. Storms do not have eyes. You can be in
the teeth of a storm, the middle of a storm, or trapped in a storm.
But not in the eye. Hurricanes have eyes, storms do not.
One of his minions must have clocked that, because later on the
same day, the lackey said things pandemically were so bad that we were in “the eye of the
hurricane.”
Yes, hurricanes have eyes. But the eye of the hurricane is still, calm, and without wind,
which is precisely what he did NOT mean. If you live in a hurricane afflicted area, you would
leave your house as the eye arrived and run around your garden and hope to get back
before the second wall of the hurricane hit.
So far, so bad. Then, on the same day, a BBC report on the vaccine said there was a chink
of hope. Chink? A chink refers to a beam of light not a narrow beam of hope. You can have
a modest hope, a qualified hope, a small hope. What you can't have is a chink of hope any
more than you can have a ray of sound or a shaft of smell.
Talking of which, the political reporter on Sky News, one Beth Rigsby, has been suspended
for three months for breaking Covid distance-rulings.
I might suggest she takes advantage of the time off to take some elocution lessons since
the poor soul has no notion of how to pronounce the “ing” at the end of words, so tells of
people “comin' and goin'” to the irritation of all who hear her.
Of course, none of this would matter much to the overpleased-with-themselves contestants
on the Christmas season of University Challenge. That's the one that features graduates
rather than students.
The first ten minutes of the programmes is dedicated to presenting the CVs of the
contestants. And, my, haven't they done well.
The awards, prizes, decorations they have accrued, the directorships to which they have
been appointed, the films they have directed, the books they have written, and the short and
long lists those books appear on prior to awards, Not to mention the Oscars, the BAFTAs,
and the Booker book prizes. They are artists and scientists, and they clearly recognise that
in the game of life, they are the winners. If you stand close to the screen, you can actually
feel the smugness.
They bask in their glories, and then the questions start. And it turns out they know
practically fuck-all about anything.
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The name of the man who invented the Bunsen Burner should be simpler than the question:
“Who wrote Shakespeare' s Hamlet?”
A team of four graduates, particularly one
who self-identified with some high and
mighty
science
foundation,
should
consider resigning their jobs after such
hilarious public humiliation. And all should
consider future invitations to take part in
further quizzes very carefully. Particularly
if the pre-amble concentrates on how
breath-takingly brilliant they are.
And, lest you think I spend all my lockdown
sucking on the big glass teat in the corner of the room, what about
Lucrezia Millarini? She is without doubt one of the feeblest, most
unintelligible news mumblers ever to have fallen into the wrong
job, as wearisome attempting interviews as she is stumbling over
newscasts.
And, yet, here she was on “Celebrity” Mastermind, quick-witted,
charming, making eye contact with the host, speaking clearly,
sitting upright and generally loaded with the self-confidence she
has never displayed on the London ITV news. Hopefully, this is a
sea-change rather than a one-off.

Whatever happened to…

Basildon's only rhythm and blues group,
The Growth, have been renamed The
Chicago Blues Today - at my suggestion.
It was a pop column story that dropped into
my lap really. I picked up a group member
hitch-hiking, and he told me all about the
boys and their sounds.
They claim to be the only r'n'b group in the
area and are heavily influenced by John
Mayall. They have been practising for quite
a time to perfect their sound.

Now they are ready - and are looking for
bookings. They can be reached at
Southend 44376 but are based in
Basildon.
However, "We don't want to play for
anyone who wouldn't appreciate us. I can't
quite see us playing a wedding."
The group played in Billericay recently,
where response was good and they want
to play clubs and the like. They expect to
play Chelmsford Bluesville Club shortly.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 47 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
“Autumn” was adapted from the French in the 14th century, and “fall” was common in British English until
the 17th Century when “autumn” from the old French word “autompne” and Latin word “autumnus” took over. “Fall”
is short for “fall of the leaf” and “spring” is short for “spring of the leaf” replacing the earlier seasonal name of
“lencten”. North American English favoured “fall” over “autumn” in the 19th century. “Fall” is found in the Samuel
Johnson 1755 “Dictionary of the English language” and the Oxford English Dictionary takes it back to 1550. It is
surmised the early American colonists popularised “fall” when settling in New England with its spectacular leaf
fall. Other British origins are “math” and “aluminum”. Susie Dent triggered the word discussion when she tweeted
the above origins and has a new book “Word Perfect” due for release. Source: Ben Zimmer, Wall St. Journal, 1213/9/2020
2.
Two tabloid pages about the cancelled Las Vegas music fests because of COVID 19, including comments
from Viva Las Vegas Rockabilly Weekend (LVRW) founder - Tom Ingram, whose next Weekender will be the 23rd
hopefully attracting 20,000 fans. Ingram has had to lay off 120 workers and give up his corporate offices. However,
65% of fans who bought this year’s tickets have carried them over to 2021. It is estimated 750,000 fans attend the
Las Vegas music events. These events include the Electric Daisy Carnival (EDC), Punk Rock Bowling, Life is
Beautiful (L.I.B.) and Big Blues Bender. It is estimated EDC contributed $1.5 billion to the Vegas economy and
L.I.B $350 million. Ingram says he would not be surprised if told he can only have 40% or 50% capacity which
makes the event impossible to run financially. Source: Las Jason Bracelin, Vegas Review Journal, 31.5.2020
3.
Knox Phillips, aged 74, died at home after a long battle with cancer. He helped his father, Sam Phillips, in
the Sun Studio, packaging records after school and learned record production from Sam and Scotty Moore. In the
mid 1960s whilst at College he began recording garage bands and eventually wound up engineering top selling
sides for Willie Nelson, Jerry Jeff Walker and The Amazing Rhythm Aces. During the 1970s he was running the
Sam Philips Recording Studio in Memphis and become a Grammy trustee in 1971, founding the Memphis chapter
of the Recording Academy in 1973. Knox produced 6 Jerry Lee Lewis albums and recorded John Prine’s 1979
collection – Pink Cadillac. Phillips is survived by his wife Diane Duncan Phillips, his brother Jerry and nieces Halley
Phillips and Roxanne Phillips Tays. Source: Clive Young, Pro Sound News, June 2020
4.
The Army has 10 posts named after American generals. The Navy announced that they plan to ban display
of the Confederate battle flag from public work spaces on bases, ships, aircraft and submarines. The Marine Corps
have already banned the display of the flag. Trump said he would not consider renaming military installations
named for Confederate leaders after his defence, and Army secretaries said they would be willing to discuss the
issue. Trump had tweeted “These Monumental and very powerful Bases have become part of a great American
Heritage, and a history of Winning, Victory and Freedom. The United States Of America trained and deployed our
HEROES on these Hallowed Grounds, and won two World Wars, therefore my Administration will not even
consider the renaming of these Magnificent and Fabled Military Installations”. Source: Jeanine Santucci, USA
Today, 11.6.2020
5.
A full tabloid page showing colour photos of the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino, Las Vegas artefacts being
transported away in a tractor-trailer to an undisclosed destination. Two photos show the transportation displaying
statements spread across the back and side of the trailer “Elvis has left the building…but not for long” and “Don’t
You Forget About Me.” A third shows a Martin guitar inscribed and autographed by Johnny Cash. Jim Allan,
Chairman of Hard Rock International & Casino Las Vegas and CEO of Seminole Gaming Said “We look forward
to bringing the exciting Hard Rock atmosphere back to Las Vegas, which will be one of the most iconic
entertainment markets in the world.” Source: Las Vegas Sun, 20.6.2020
6.
Bob Dylan is 79 and just recorded his 39th studio album called “Rough & Rowdy Ways”, ten tracks at just
over an hour. His first album of original songs since “Tempest” in 2012. The newspaper author considers the
songs to be from Dylan’s black psyche and provides some details, e.g. lyrics about death such as “Black Rider”
based on “The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse” where the singer tries to bargain for his life threatening to hack
off the Grim Reaper’s arm, “My Own Version of You” has Dylan roaming the earth for body parts in hope of
recreating his lost girlfriend. With a comparison to Dr. Frankenstein, Dylan sings “One blast of lightning is all I
need and a blast of electricity that runs at top speed.” In the 17 minutes “Murder Most Foul” Dylan name checks
nearly 75 songs. Timothy Chalamet will play Dylan in a forthcoming biopic. Source: Patrick Ryan, USA Today,
17.6.2020
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7.
Los Angeles County Superior Court Judge Larry Paul Fidler said that the jurors can consider only one
charge, that is 2nd degree murder when they decide if Phil Spector killed actress Lara Clarkson 3.2.2003. Spector
pleaded not guilty, and his attorneys alleged that Clarkson shot herself precipitated by despair over money
problems and a failing career. The defence asked Fidler to rule out the possibility that Spector could be convicted
of a lesser crime, the prosecutors did not object. The judge said he would permit the jury to hear about two
controversies that occurred during the trial with key defence witnesses. If convicted Spector faces a sentence of
15 years to life. According to the district Attorney’s office he would also have to serve 85% of his sentence before
he would be eligible for a parole hearing. Source: Greg Krikorian, Las Angeles Times, 30.8.2007
8.
The U.S. Library of Congress named 25 new recordings as aural treasures because of their cultural,
historical and aesthetic importance to the nation’s recorded sound heritage. The National Recording Registry is
the library where the artefacts are stored. Under the terms of the National Recording Preservation Act of 2000 the
librarian is tasked with selecting 25 titles that are at least 10 years old which brings the number on the register to
550. There were 800 nominations this year. The library has a sound recorded collection of nearly 3 million items.
The 25 included Paul Whiteman’s 1920 “Whispering”, Memphis Minnie’s 1941 “Me and my Chauffeur”, Allan
Sherman’s 1963 “Hello Muddah Hello Fadduh” and Village People’s “Y.M.C.A.” Source: Susan Ashworth, Radio
World Magazine, 29.4.2020
9.
Len Barry was born 12.6.42 in Pa. At school he sang with the Brooktones and some of the members
became the Dovells. Len hated being called a “blue eyed soul singer” calling it racial, as if people were saying
“Oh for a white guy that’s good.” In 1960 the Dovells with Len joined Cameo Parkway after singing a song he had
written “No, No, No.” In the early ‘6os they had hits with the “Bristol Stomp” Bristol being in Pa. The song climbed
to No. 2 in on the Billboard Hot 100 chart in 1961, and in 1962 was featured in the film “Don’t Knock The Twist”.
They reached the Top 10 in 1963 with “You Can’t Sit Down.” John Madara, a producer and David White (Danny
& the Juniors member) wrote the smash “1-2-3” for Len which rose to no. 2 on the Billboard chart in 1965. Len
eventually wrote fiction and died Nov 5 from myelodysplasia: Source: Richard Sandomire, N.Y. Times,
21.11.2020
10.
The Four Seasons engineer of “Big Girls Don’t Cry” in 1962 was Bruce Swedien. The record was No. 1
on the Billboard Hot 100 Chart. After going independent in 1969 he recorded many artists including Muddy Waters.
Swedien was born 19.4.1934 in Minneapolis to music professionals and at 10 received a disc recording machine.
4 years later he was working in a recording studio on weekends. His graduation gift was a professional tape
recorder. He worked as the operator in a local recording studio and aged 20 bought the equipment and moved it
to an old cinema where he set up his own studio. In 1957 he sold the gear and moved to Chicago to work for RCA,
then quit after 1 year and worked for Bill Putnam at Universal Recording. He later worked with Michael Jackson
on “Thriller” where he rejected digital for analog. He died Nov 16. Source: Richard Sandomir, N.Y. Times,
30.11.2020
11.
On Sunday, Brussels protestors clambered on the statue of former King Leopold II and chanted
“reparations”, “shame” was scrawled on the statue. A bust of Leopold in Ghent was daubed in red paint and
covered with a cloth scrawled “I can’t breathe.” Leopold ruled the Congo from 1885 to 1908, at least 10m
Congolese died under his rule as a result of war, starvation and disease. Congo gained its independence in 1960.
Also on Sunday demonstrators in Bath, UK attached ropes to the statue of Edward Colston and pulled it to the
ground then rolled it into Bristol Harbour. Images showed protestors kneeling on the neck of the statue for 8
minutes recalling how George Floyd was killed by police in Minneapolis. Colston, born in 1636, became involved
in England’s sole official slaving company at the time, Royal African Co. Source: Los Angeles Times, 8.6.2020
12.
McCabe’s Guitar Shop in Santa Monica was part of a furniture store owned by props. Gerald McCabe and
Walter Camp, and it boomed with the folk and blues revival of the ‘60s. In this era current owner Bob Riskin swept
the floors as he was learning to become a luthier, someone who makes and repairs stringed instruments. He soon
became a partner then owner, and married Esperanza. Bob is the son of “King Kong” actress Fay Wray, and
screen writer Robert Riskin “It Happened One Night”. The shop has a theatre which holds 150 and the first
performers were Elizabeth Cotton, Mike Seeger. later Ramblin’ Jack Elliot. Because of the COVID pandemic the
store has been closed and Esperanza has announced they are quitting the business after 50 years handing over
to Nora and Walt McGraw. Source: Randall Roberts, L.A. Times, 8.6.2020
13.
Bill Haley covered Kris Kristofferson’s penned “Me and Bobby McGee” and Roger Miller recorded it first
in 1969 and Kris a year later. The magazine author scribes 2 columns detailing the virtues of the song. Kris was
born in 1936 in Brownsville, Texas and has a Swedish heritage. He enrolled in Panoma College looking to be a
writer and also Oxford University in London where he graduated with a philosophy degree in English Lit. Back in
the USA he joined the Army and left for a song writing career. He appeared in several films and won a Golden
Globe award in “A Star Is Born”. Since 1971 Kris has been nominated 11 times for Grammy Awards and winning
4. His first nomination was for the Song of the Year with “…Bobby McGee”. The author considers the song is the
ultimate trucking song. Source: Kris Rutherford, Perspective, 15-30.11.2020

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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2is 6, The Borderline,
29-01-12 © Paul Harris
Garry Mills
Welcome Garry, please tell our readers a little about your early life.
I was born in West Wickham in Kent on 13th October 1941. I seem to remember the doodle bugs
dropping at the end of the war, one destroying a complete road and leaving a huge crater about 200
yards from us. When I was about five we moved to Ilderton Road, Bermondsey SE16, coming from
a lovely house in Kent to this end terrace that belonged to one of my dad’s mates. We had the
upstairs and they had the downstairs with one outside loo for everybody and stacks of newspapers
- toilet rolls were out of the question.
My old man was one of 15 kids and his mother was a Gonella, hence I think the legendary Nat
Gonella was my uncle! My dad's life was going down to the local pub called the Barkworth Arms
where he used to get up and sing on a regular basis. He loved singing and he really was good. My
best times were when he used to take me there and I stood in the lobby drinking lemonade with a
packet of crisps. He came second once in a competition to Steve Conway who went on to make a
lot of records of that time. Millwall FC was only 500 yards away and I saw a lot of them.
I went to the local primary school and managed to get a grammar school place in my exams and
was accepted at Brockley County who were a big school for rugby; they sired quite a few
internationals including Peter Wheeler who became England captain. I played as a fly half and
looked set to play for the England under 15s at one time until I had a really bad ankle break that put
me out for a year. Lots of boredom during that time but our local ice cream shop Pirollis had a guitar
for sale for a fiver which my dad bought me along with the Bert Weedon book ‘How To Play The
Guitar’ for a shilling!
When did you first appear on stage?
Tommy Steele and Charlie Harris were both local lads, my father knowing Darbo Hicks (Tommy's
dad) and Wee Willie both pretty well and he decided that I had enough talent to try to push me into
the limelight. We used to take trip after trip down to the 2i’s coffee bar to try to get me noticed by an
agent or somebody. In those days the Worried Men Skiffle group were the resident group with Terry
Nelhams (later to become Adam Faith) and Jet Harris often on the double bass who became a very
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firm friend. Before this had happened, we moved back to West Wickham where I used to do lots of
gigs in old people's homes as Ricky Ricardo and the Ricardo Boys.
It was a real battle trying to get up to sing a number as Terry was very jealous of his position as lead
singer with the group but nevertheless, we managed it from time to time hoping someone might pick
me up. One night there were some girls in from up north and when I managed to get up to give a
number they started screaming! I can only assume it was because I looked like Tommy Steele!
There was a guy in called Fraser White who, apart from being the columnist in the showbiz review,
was involved with a very popular singer at the time, David Hughes, and was also involved with Terry
Dene. My dad managed to persuade him to take me under his wing and groom me. I am told I am
the last British hitmaker to come out of the 2i’s.
After a couple of months he got me an audition with Dick Rowe at Top Rank and his backroom boy
who really made all the decisions was Tony Hatch. I then cut my first record ‘Hey Baby’ and then
proceeded to do some covers including ‘Seven Little Girls Sitting In The Back Seat’, ‘Teen Angel’,
‘Running Bear’ and ‘Footsteps’. Got some great reviews but nothing happened for me. During this
time I was firm friends with Jess Conrad and we used to go to watch Crystal Palace play football
regularly and we both played the TV all-stars and showbiz 11. I was nearly always the voice of Jess
Conrad when he did TV appearances in dramas as they didn't consider his voice was up to scratch.
The particular memory I have of this era was Jess bringing Lionel Bart to lunch over at my parents’
house.
Tell us some more about your recording career and how your biggest hit came about.
I used to do a lot of demos for Tony for Eurovision etcetera. The
B-side of ‘Footsteps’ was a song called ‘Look For A Star’ which
Tony had written for Norman Wisdom for a film which was turned
down, however they decided to use it in the film ‘Circus Of
Horrors’. This film did the rounds and nothing happened. Just
around the time of my first record Fraser White being really a
publicist wanted me to get involved with the Rev Geoffrey
Beaumont who wrote the 20th Century Folk Mass as they were
looking to use Rock’n’Roll to get teenagers back in church. This
caused a problem with Top Rank as Lord Rank was a Methodist!
I did quite a few church appearances in Camberwell and landed
up on the front page of every national in the country and was
given permission by Rank to record some religious songs on
Oriel. ‘Living Lord’, which is now in the common prayer book, was written for me by Pat Appleford.
It was an interesting period and The People newspaper so-called exposed me as taking the
Rock’n’Roll vicar for a ride. When we threatened to sue, they retracted but the church and Geoffrey
did little to back me and I fell out of love with the whole thing. We even did a full religious show down
the 2i’s!
Meanwhile ‘Circus Of Horrors’ was released in America and Top Rank went out of business, the
Rank label going to EMI. When ‘Circus Of Horrors’ was released in the States the kids went mad to
buy ‘Look For A Star’ as it was played throughout the film, normally just before someone fell off of
the aerial bars! Everyone was caught with their pants down and they were unable to ship my disc
out to the states. I think it was Snuff Garrett who decided to get one of the boys from Brenda Lee's
Statues called Buzz Cason and renamed him Garry Miles and legend has it that they went to see
the film and recorded it whilst in the cinema. They then rushed out his version which everybody
thought was me and it bombed up the charts.
Imperial Records managed to get the rights for the film soundtrack and put me out having part one
on one side and part two on the other but this of course after the imposter had hit the American top
10. Meanwhile every man and his dog was recording it, Billy Vaughn, Dean Hawley to name but
two. I was paid the princely sum of £25 which at the time was the standard payment for the
soundtrack recording artist. As Brenda Lee said in her autobiography what they did to me, stealing
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my name and song, would never happen today without huge court cases. She might be right who
knows?
However, the upshot of all this being a hit in America awakened the interest in the UK and I finally
got my hit with ‘Look For A Star’. I was still bound with a year’s contract to EMI, my recording
manager being Norman Newell. My father was very close to Dick Rowe who got a new contract with
Decca and understand it was on the proviso I would join him as soon as I could get released from
EMI. Personally, I wanted to go with Tony Hatch at Pye but dad was the boss. Whilst with EMI my
follow-up record which had been made by Tony and Bunny Lewis was ‘Top Teen Baby’ which,
although selling 60,000 in one day, only reached 23 in the charts. Apparently, they had not pressed
enough records and they ran out of stock which affected sales badly which was no surprise. I met
Tim Rice later on who told me it was his favourite early ‘60s record.
I went to Decca where I had my last chart
entry with the recording of ‘I'll Step Down’.
I was also involved in a short movie with
Spike Milligan called ‘Spike Milligan On
Treasure Island WC2’. Everyone raved
about the record ‘Treasure Island’ but it
sank without trace. I also made a film with
some other singers and groups called ‘London Lights’. I also made a
cover of Tony Newley’s ‘I’ve Waited So Long’ with the John Barry Seven
for the USA market. God knows where that went. John was a fan and
wanted to do an LP with me but then he was suddenly big in the movie
theme business and went off to the States. Good for him, bad for me.
What happened in later years?
The last record I made was ‘Say You Love Me Baby’ with the Aerials on Fontana with Bunny Lewis
and I then got a job in selling and doing pubs and clubs at weekends with a couple of guys for a lot
of years. Dick James of Northern Songs rated me as a songwriter but I was a bit too lazy. I actually
did write the lyrics to Billy Fury's ‘Once Upon A Dream’ and also words and music for three of the
tracks on the ‘Play It Cool’ EP. These are credited to Dick Rowe and Norrie Paramore but in reality,
Dick was supposed to "look after me" and he did to the princely sum of £300. That's how it was in
those times - his way or the highway! Back then £300 was better than nothing. I also wrote
‘Breakthru’ with The Shadows in mind. They sat on it for ages before finally rejecting it but it hasn't
done too badly for me being played all over the world in various TV shows including SpongeBob.
Whilst I was in the business properly I didn't ever have what you would call good management. I
believe when I hit in the States, I was offered a spot on the Ed Sullivan show but my manager at
the time declined as I was doing his ballroom contracts for £10 a night. Good management was key
but I never got lucky with that as hard as my dad tried. The most memorable bookings I had were
Copenhagen where I sang in a magnificent concert hall accompanied by the Hans Peder Åse
Orchestra in the days of ‘Look For A Star’ and I remember topping the bill a couple of times in
Blackpool with the Mudlarks also on the bill. I remember doing a tour being followed in the ensuing
weeks by a little-known group called the Beatles.
What about the shows you did for us?
I did very little after my wife Rosie was diagnosed bipolar but as you know John Spencely contacted
me regarding doing The Borderline which I did and enjoyed immensely, meeting up with some of
my old mates, particularly Danny Rivers who I first met when I was seeing the sister of Peter Yak
who was managing Mike Berry and the Outlaws. I had lost touch with him due to all my personal
circumstances at the time but he was a good friend and I was proud to sing at his memorial show.
He was a lovely guy and never got the success he deserved - I miss him.
Thanks for taking the time to put this into print Garry.
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Here’s Dave whose pic
missed issue 118

Welcome to 2021! My New Year’s Resolution last year was to be more tolerant of ‘modern music’,
but I knew I was on a loser. I just don’t remember modern singers’ names, and, like my dad said to
me when Rock'n'Roll came along “It all sounds the same to me!” Radio 1 is definitely for the
youngsters, but Radio 2 no longer interests me. Even their Blues programme run by that Welsh
‘person’ lacks Blues as she tries to inject us with ‘world’ music of her choice. I wrote and told her
she might know her Radio 6 audience, but she didn’t know Blues. I no longer listen. I was given a
‘world’ radio a few years back and, although it is quite complicated to use, I try to find American
Blues shows on that. As I have plugged often in this column, I always listen to my mate Jack Kidd
on lionheartradio.com on Tuesday afternoons. He plays a good mix of R&B, Blues and Soul/Blues
but he and I spent a good ten years going to see live bands we both enjoyed so he’s bound to play
stuff I like.

s h e q s h e q s h e q
When I sit down to enjoy the latest issue of TFTW (and the new hard copy looks so professional!) I
can’t help noticing many of the articles refer to R&B music. I joined TFTW late in its history and
obviously Rock'n'Roll was (and still is to some extent) it’s driving force but as the music changed
and artists died, ‘popular’ music became more diverse. I believe that R&B is the most direct
derivative of Rock'n'Roll and the Blues was its prequel. I always lived, breathed, played and loved
Rock'n'Roll in its heyday and enjoy the fact that it is continuing today under the R&B banner.
I will quickly mention a couple of things that really caught my eye from issue 118. It was sad to read
that Don Weller had died (Soul Kitchen page 44). I had booked Diz and the Doormen to play in my
pub in the late ‘70s and he came along, as I believe he was Diz’s cousin and joined Nick Payn, so
we had 2 saxes. They found out I played piano a little and invited me up to play to my customers
and I remember playing Fats Domino’s ‘Went To the River’ and another one. They made me sound
great with Fats style sax riffs. Also, there is a poster (Jazz Junction page 42) which has the greatest
Blues and R&B line up you could ever want to see. I wish I had!

s h e q s h e q s h e q
The pandemic is causing the CD music scene to dry
up a bit and Blues and R&B are very thin on the
ground. Several artists are giving solo performances a
go at home and I’m not very keen on these as almost
everything is wrong with them; sound, production,
material and musicianship. I have been given two
which I did find enjoyable as the material and
musicianship reminded me of the old better blues
artists. These are ‘Acoustically Yours Vols 1 & 2’ by Chad Strentz. Chad is reckoned to have one of
the best voices in Europe and has fronted Paul Lamb and the King Snakes for over 20 years and
for The Big Town Playboys and Shout Sister Shout. All songs on Vol.1 are under 3 mins and 4 just
tip over on Vol.2. He has used simple recording techniques (in his kitchen with an old mobile phone)
but the guitar and voice are excellent, and he has written all the songs and very good they are too.
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Two other CDs have come my way this month. The first is ‘The Parlor’ by Alabama Slim (82-yearold Milton Frazier) who was born in Alabama. All his Blues influences, and there are too many to
list, are witnessed here in what is, probably, the most authentic new Blues album I have heard in
years. If you liked John Lee Hooker and similar ‘oldies’, buy this and enjoy. The second CD I enjoyed
was ‘Living In A Burning House’ by Selwyn Birchwood. This 36-year-old was born in Orlando Florida
to a father from Tobago and a mother from the UK. His first real influence was Jimi Hendrix which
led him on to contemporary Blues. There is no real sign of Hendrix here, but he is a fine laid-back
guitarist (and lap steel) and the overall production by Tom Hambridge offers a CD which reminds
me a bit of Delbert McClinton with more lovely guitar and less piano and tight brass. I like it and play
it loud!

Lists: A new year and a look back on my top 20 Albums of 2020. Surprisingly in such a bad year in
other respects, I found 2020 great for music and really found it difficult to pick 20 CDs from the
plethora of good music I received last year. So, in no order here are my favourites acquired in 2020:
‘Live’ – Teresa James and the Rhythm Tramps. Best live album of 2020
‘Live – at last’ - Kyra Brox. Second best live album of 2020
‘Late Night Lockdown’ – Cherry Lee Mewis. This is live too but has the great Max Milligan on
guitar, wonderful stuff.
‘So Many Routes’ – Mike Sanchez and Albert Lee. I love Mike, here with the bonus of Albert.
‘Still Cookin’ – The Phantom Blues Band. Best of all the current straight Blues bands
‘The Other Side – The Stumble. Almost unknown band from the north of England with an excellent
singer and lead guitar.
‘Go, Just Do It’ – Kenny ‘Blues Boss’ Wayne. Big brass Soul/Blues sound with terrific piano lead
and vocals.
‘The Gypsy Woman Told Me’ – John Primer and Bob Corritore. I love everything John Primer
does.
‘Rawer than Raw’ – Bobby Rush. Lots of people have tried solo lockdown albums but this is by
far the best.
‘Take Me Back’ – Kim Wilson. The Fabulous Thunderbirds lead singer and harp. I follow him like
a shadow.
‘Mac Daddy Mojeaux’ – Gregg Martinez. A great surprise, terrific New Orleans style favourite.
‘Front Porch’ – Mary Jo Curry Band. Good voiced Blues band.
‘Blues Bash’ – Duke Robillard and Friends. – All sorts of Blues guests having fun.
‘Uncivil War’ – Shemekia Copeland. – Lovely Blues voice.
‘From an Old Guitar’ – Dave Alvin. Ex Blasters. If this is supposed outtakes, it’s amazing.
‘Flame Still Burns’ – Shaun Murphy. Ex backing singer for Bob Seger and lead singer of Little
Feat for a long spell. Great voice and choice of covers.
‘Living On Mercy’ – Dan Penn. More great songs from the master.
‘Tennessee Run’ – Lloyd Jones. With Kevin McKendry and Delbert McClinton, a great R&B sound
with brass.
‘100 Years of Blues’ – Elvin Bishop & Charlie Musselwhite. Back Porch fun.
‘Back to Boogie’ – Neville Dickie. I didn’t intend to include any ‘replacement’ CDs, but I keep
playing this for pure enjoyment and the nostalgia, so it had to be included.
From my 2020 CDs available, this has been a difficult choice.

The Blues Styles:

Tulsa and the Tulsa Blues Project. Part 3 – other musicians and keeping

the sound alive.
Eric Clapton was musically in the doldrums Blues-wise in the early ‘70s then heard
JJ Cale and immediately contacted him and some Tulsa musicians and recorded
‘461 Ocean Boulevard’ in 1974. Those musicians were; Jamie Oldaker (drums
also recorded with the Tractors, Bob Seger, Buddy Guy, Peter Frampton The Bee
Gees and lots more), Carl Radle (bass also for George Harrison, Derek and the
Dominos, The Band and Duane Allman), and Dick Sims (keyboard). Eric’s career leaped forward.
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For the next eight years and eight albums, the Tulsa influence was apparent. He used JJ Cale a
couple of times and recorded some of Cale’s songs (‘After Midnight’ & ‘Cocaine’). Although Clapton
played in some groups early in his career, he was always a loner, looking for a style which would
take him upwards. The Tulsa style was it. However, he was not a Tulsan. He listened a lot to Rockin’
Jimmy Byfield and the Brothers of the Night who had produced two terrific albums, being impressed
by the guitarist Steve Hickerson (he covered their ‘Little Rachel’). In 2014 he made a tribute CD,
‘Eric Clapton and Friends: The Breeze (An Appreciation of JJ Cale)’ For this, he took five Tulsabased musicians to California for the recording, Don White (guitar) Walt Richmond (keyboards, also
for Bonnie Raitt, The Tractors and The Doobie Brothers), Jimmy Markham (harmonica, also
recorded with Muddy Waters, John Lee Hooker and Taj Mahal), and drummers Dave Teegarden
(Silver Bullet Band) and Jim Karstein. Friends on this CD included Tom Petty, Willie Nelson, Mark
Knopfler and John Mayer, all fans of Cale.
Along with the above Tulsans, other musicians worth a mention include Chuck Blackwell (drummer
for the Everly Brothers, Taj Mahal, Joe Cocker, Jerry Lee Lewis and Little Richard and was a regular
on the TV show ‘Shindig’ with Leon Russell) Jack Dunham (Rockabilly vocalist), Scott Ellison
(guitarist), Rocky Frisco (pianist for Eric Clapton), Jim Keltner (drummer for Steely Dan, Bob Dylan,
Joe Cocker, The Traveling Wilburys, Ry Cooder and many others), Flash Terry (Blues guitarist),
Tommy Tripplehorn (guitar – Gary Lewis and the Playboys) and the great Jesse Ed Davis (guitarist
– played for too many to list here)
Most of the current Tulsa musicians don’t seem to enjoy touring and stay at home making their own
music. Here is a lovely picture of some of these legendary musicians.

Casey Van Beek – Steve Hickerson – Jim Byfield – Seth Lee Jones – Jared Tyler – Charles Tuberville – Walt Richmond

So finally, suggested Tulsa Blues style albums:
If you can find them, the two wonderful and rather cult albums by Rocking Jimmy (Byfield) and the
Brothers of the Night. (‘Rockin’ Jimmy and the Brothers of the Night’ & ‘By the Light of the Moon’)
The first two albums by Leon Russell (‘Leon Russell’ & ‘Leon Russell and the Shelter People’)
The first three albums by J.J.Cale [‘Naturally’, ‘Really’ (my favourite), and ‘Okie’ ]
The ‘70s albums by Eric Clapton (where he used Tulsa musicians) starting with ‘461 Ocean
Boulevard’.
‘Mad Dogs and Okies’. Drummer Jamie Oldacre playing on other people’s records.
Charles Tuberville (‘Somethin’ in the Water’)
Casey Van Beek (‘Heaven Forever’)
The Tractors (‘The Tractors’)
Jimmy Markham (‘Get Ya’ Head Right’)
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And for early recordings, find ‘What’s this I hear – The Sound of Tulsa 1957-61’ with various Tulsa
artists.
There is a recent album ‘Back To Paradise, a Tulsa Tribute to Okie Music’ which has 17 tracks
written by relatively famous Tulsa musicians and played by new, relatively unknown, Tulsa artists.
Tulsa musicians keep on coming and are snapped up by big artists from all over the world to play
in their band or on their records.
After all this research, I believe the ‘Tulsa Sound’ to be as a result of a Brotherhood of Tulsa
Musicians keeping the sound alive.

What was my last Blues CD? ’Live… at Last’ – Kyla Brox This is not a new CD having been
issued in 2014 but I bought it in 2020. It was a CD I had on my bucket
list but hadn’t realised it had been issued. Kyla and her band, along with
the Stumble were the best two bands I saw at the Great British Rhythm
& Blues Festival at Colne in August 2012.
At that festival she had a magnificent Blues voice, possibly the best in
Britain, strong, mellow, gritty and the balanced tight band gave me
everything I would have expected from a top American Blues band, let
alone a British one. I was spellbound and thought I must buy a live
album. She picked up a flute halfway through the show and was
excellent on that and the overall sound was spot on.
This album is well recorded and a mix of full band, acoustic duo with her husband on guitar, and a
trio. It’s difficult to pick out tracks as many are self-penned with her husband and all are good solid
songs. The covers, (I always like to hear covers) include ‘Don’t Mess With My Man’, ‘At Last’ and
‘Wang Dang Doodle’ (this one with her dad, Victor Brox). I heartily recommend this album.

What’s on my iPod? ‘Quiet Village’ by (The exotic sounds of) Martin Denny.
Here is an unusual choice for a Blues lover. I always liked American
instrumentals in the late ‘50s and early ‘60s and later bought all Ace’s
Teen Beat CDs. I first heard this in 1958 on the White Hart’s juke box
in Hemel Hempstead. We regularly went to ‘Hemel’ to see ‘what was
about’ and always chose the White Hart as our first port of call. They
had a Burtons almost next door and on the first floor, which was usually
a snooker hall, had bands in that space during the week. We saw The
Zombies (from St. Albans) there before they recorded. The Old Town
Hall was also a good music venue and there were always plenty of girls
in the pub and at the dances.
The busy pub was run by an elderly widow who always knew when we arrived because she heard
‘Quiet Village’ and ‘Taboo’ by Arthur Lyman. The juke box played two for a shilling coin, now 5p and
both 45s were on it. Martin Denny (pianist) was a band leader with a residency in a big Honolulu
hotel where his style of music, called exotica, was most popular in Hawaii and Arthur Lyman (exband member) left to form his own group along similar lines using vibraphone/marimba, piano, bass,
drums and percussion which appeared to be the standard line up for this type of music. Another
band leader and writer of ‘Quiet Village’ was Les Baxter who had a bigger band but also played
exotica. I was attracted to this piece by its unusual 7 note bass riff, the strong piano chords under
the tune and the bird calls! I still rate it amongst my favourites and never tire of listening to it. It never
made the British charts but peaked at No.4 on Billboard in America in 1959 and stayed in their top
100 for 16 weeks. The vibes/marimba were played by Julius Wechter (from the Baja Marimba Band)
on the (re-recorded) stereo version and Arthur Lyman in the mono version. The version on the Ace
‘Teen Beat’ CD is not the original chart version but close.
Happy, healthy and prosperous 2021 to you all.
Dave Parker
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Swiss Cottage
Swiss Cottage is a Tube station on the Jubilee Line, formerly on the Bakerloo Line, named after that
area of what is now the London Borough of Camden. The question is how it got its name.
The official version in Wikipedia and elsewhere is that the area is named after the Swiss Cottage
Pub, which was originally called The Swiss Tavern built in 1804 on the site of an old Tollgate
keeper’s cottage. The unofficial version, recited by someone who told my mother, was that the area
may have been named after the building which became my father’s restaurant which sat at the
corner of the island block which now only accommodates the Swiss Cottage pub, the Odeon cinema
and some flats. The garage which was in front of the pub and my father’s restaurant which was in
front of the garage have long since been demolished.

Cottage Grill
Restaurant

Mi Pampa
Coffee Bar

My father rented the building before the Second World War until it was demolished in the 1960s. It
was a vegetarian restaurant when he first rented it, uncommon in those days but this was in the
Bohemian area of Hampstead. The name when I knew it after the War was The Cottage Grill,
because it was actually built like a Swiss Cottage rather than a Swiss chalet like the pub. The
restaurant became a haunt of Bohemian people like Dannie Abse, a Jewish poet who was the
brother of the late Welsh MP Leo Abse. It was also the meeting and working place of many Jewish
and other refugees from the Third Reich. Gretel, who I called ‘Aunt Gretel’, was one of these
refugees and she used to sit behind the cash register as you came into the restaurant. She died in
Hill End hospital of cancer many decades ago.
The story told to my mother was that when the area was very rural the building which later housed
my father’s restaurant was once a farmhouse and a dairy. Unfortunately, there are few photographs
surviving of the building, which was scandalously demolished in the 1960s; it should have been
given listed status. There is one photo originally published in the local newspaper the Ham & High,
reproduced here, but it is at a distance so not very clear. There is the artist’s drawing done for my
father, which my mother colored to represent how the building looked in the 1950s and 1960s also
reproduced here. I have some black and white photos in my late father’s photo album, but apart
from one of the front door at night and others probably taken inside, there are none which really
show what this historic and unique building was really like either from the outside or the inside.
There is also a black and white photo of my mother holding me as a baby outside the front of the
building, but again too close up to see how the building actually looked. It was almost triangular in
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shape with the apex cut off to form the front where the main entrance was. The unusual shape was
necessary to fit into the triangular shaped block which once included the flats, the cinema, the pub,
the garage and the Cottage Grill.
The restaurant consisted of three rooms on
slightly different levels with a few steps
between them. There were also two kitchens,
one on the ground floor and the main one on
the upper storey where the meals were
prepared. The kitchen on the ground floor
also had a counter with a coffee machine,
and the room in front of it became the Mi
Pampa coffee bar, part of the restaurant.
There was a little yard outside the window of
this room with a small wall separating it from
Finchley Road and the garage behind.
Whether the pub or the building which later became my father’s restaurant
was built first is a moot point. Certainly, the restaurant building dated back to
the 19th Century and the front part was built like a Swiss cottage rather than
a Swiss chalet. As I look at the artist’s drawing it seems to me the front part
resembling a cottage was the old dairy, and the two-storey part of the building
later housing the two kitchens and the coffee bar would have been the
farmhouse. Did they name the pub after the cottage style dairy, or was that
built like a Swiss cottage after the pub which was then the Swiss Tavern? I
do not know for sure, but the restaurant building looks to me more like a Swiss
cottage. Had the area been named after the pub it would surely have been
called Swiss Tavern or Swiss Chalet, since it never ever looked anything like
a cottage.

Not sure this is right…

Tony Papard

Rock’n’Roll on "Caroline Flashback"
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson!
TO LISTEN TUNE IN AT

http://www.carolineflashback.co.uk/#home.html

Flashback
Pure nostalgia from the world-famous former offshore radio station
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 01, 2021
Here's to a musical 2021
So it's new year and we can say good riddance to 2020 and look forward, hopefully, to a better
2021. I managed to get to the Rockin' Race in Spain in February before lockdown came in but that
was the only live music i was able to enjoy during the year. It was a bad year too for my record
hunting addiction as car boot sales and charity shops were closed for much of the time. And of
course it was a year of more music deaths, including Little Richard, Toots Hibbert. Charley Pride
and Roy Head among many others (see my recent 'death list' for the year).
The latest deaths to have come to my attention include English songwriter Geoff Stephens at the
age of 86. Geoff wrote or co-wrote such hits as 'Tell Me When' (Applejacks), Dave Berry's 'The
Crying Game', 'There's A Kind of Hush', a hit both for Herman's Hermits and the Carpenters, 'Sorry
Suzanne' (the Hollies) and 'Like Sister and Brother' (the Drifters). He also discovered and managed
Donovan and formed the New Vaudeville Band, who had a worldwide smash with 'Winchester
Cathedral'.
Another who has died is Phyllis McGuire, last surviving member of the McGuire Sisters, who had a
run of fifties hits (often cover versions) including 'Sincerely', 'Goodnight My Love Pleasant Dreams',
'Sugartime'. 'Volare' and 'Red River Valley'.
I saw in the New Year in traditional style with Jools
Holland's 'Hootenanny'. It was a scaled down show
without the usual audience or American visitors and
with several clips from the archives. I have a lot of
time for Jools Holland and his regular singer Ruby
Turner (pictured at the Jazz Cafe in 1999) was on
good form with Joe Turner's 'Morning Noon and
Night' and a duet with Jools on 'Alright, OK You
Win'. Also on good form was Sir Tom Jones, whose
voice shows no signs of being affected by his 80
years. He also featured a Joe Turner song 'Flip
Flop and Fly' as well as Jimmy McCracklin's 'Think'.
There was also an impressive contribution by
Celeste on 'Love Is Back'. She has the potential to be the new Amy Winehouse perhaps.
Other guests included the winner of the Mercury prize Michael Kiwanuka, Jools' old mate from
Squeeze Chris Difford, who sang 'Cool For Cats', and
Roisin Murphy who sang David Bowie's 'Let's Dance'.
Rick Wakeman was also there but didn't contribute much
apart from a duet with Jools on one number. Jools often
features New Orleans artists and the archives featured
Trombone Shorty from three years ago with Ernie KDoe's 'Here Come the Girls'. My photo shows him at
Cleveland, Mississippi in 2018. Other archive flashbacks
included Jamiroquai and Franz Ferdinand. So what does
2021 have in store I wonder? Assuming I get a jab fairly
soon I can at least start to think about foreign trips; indeed
I've already booked my hotel for the Porretta Soul Festival
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in July. And maybe we can think about a US trip in the autumn. Let's hope so. In the meantime,
Happy New Year to any readers who may be out there.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 17, 2021
Phil Spector RIP: flawed genius
There will be many obituaries of Phil Spector, who has died aged
81 apparently from COVID, over the next few days and most of
them will be negative, at least in terms of his private life. True, he
had severe personality problems, as Ronnie Spector. who had the
misfortune to marry him, will attest. And his imprisonment for the
murder of Lana Clarkson marked the beginning of the final chapter
in his troubled life. But it is hard to argue with his role as one of the
most influential record producers of all time.
He began as a member of the Teddy Bears who had a huge hit
with 'To Know Him Is To Love Him' in 1959, but soon moved into
production. Early successes were among my favourites at the
time, including Ray Peterson's 'Corrine Corrina'. Curtis Lee's
'Pretty Little Angel Eyes', Gene Pitney's 'Every Breath I Take' and
'I Love How You Love Me' by the Paris Sisters. Joining up with
Lester Sill, who was a mentor to Leiber and Stoller, he formed the
Philles label and the 'Wall of Sound' was born.
Some of the most exciting records of the early sixties, or indeed any period, emerged from Phil's
ability to combine massed amounts of instrumentation into an all-encompassing sound. The
Crystals, the Ronettes, Bob B Soxx and the Blue Jeans and Darlene Love (disguised as the Crystals
on 'He's A Rebel') made landmark recordings produced by Phil. Sill departed but Phil continued his
run of success with the Righteous Brothers, Ike and Tina Turner and Sonny Charles and the
Checkmates. I remember hearing the Crystals' 'There's No Other Like My Baby' and being knocked
out. All of the Crystals and Ronettes records at that time went straight to number one in my personal
top ten, including 'He's A Rebel', 'He's Sure The Boy I Love', 'Da Doo Ron Ron', 'Then He Kissed
Me', 'I Wonder', 'Be My Baby' and 'Baby I Love You'. Then came the Righteous Brothers 'You've
Lost That Loving Feeling' and Ike and Tina's 'River Deep- Mountain High', which amazingly didn't
become a hit in the US.
Phil went on to work with the Beatles on 'Let It Be' and with John Lennon and George Harrison, both
of whom regarded him highly, on various projects and also with Dion on 'Born To Be With You', but
by this time Phil was decidedly flaky. After working with the Ramones in 1980 he faded from the
scene before dramatically coming back into the public eye with the death of actress Lana Clarkson
in 2003. His first trial was inconclusive but a second trial in 2009 resulted in a sentence of 19 years
to life and he never regained his freedom. Despite his flaws, Phil Spector was undoubtedly one of
the all-time greats of popular music. His Christmas album, featuring all of his Philles acts, remains
the ultimate album of the festive period year after year. Phil was a genius - a flawed one, but
undoubtedly a genius. May he rest in peace.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, 2021
15 years of The Vinyl Word
It's exactly 15 years to the day since the first edition of The Vinyl Word.
Since then there have been nearly 1400 posts, 1100 comments and nearly
two million views. That first edition came the day after Wilson Pickett died
and I speculated at the time on who might be the last soul man. Since then
we've seen the deaths of many of those I named as possible contenders:
Solomon Burke, James Brown, Bobby Bland, Percy Sledge and Ben E
King. Of those who I listed who are still with us there are Sam Moore, Eddie
Floyd and Clarence Carter. Of course, we have also lost three of the big
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four survivors of rock and roll: Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley and Little Richard. Jerry Lee Lewis really is
the last man standing.
Over the last 15 years I have covered hundreds of gigs, including many in London and festivals in
New Orleans, Memphis, Porretta, Las Vegas, Long Island and Torremolinos plus Blackpool and
Cleethorpes in the UK. I have occasionally focused on records that I have obtained, often at car
boot sales and charity shops; reminisced about events from my youth, especially those involving
music; and recorded the day to day activity of dozens of US road trips carried out with my Woodie
friends, from as far afield as New York, Chicago, New Orleans, Austin, Las Vegas and Los Angeles.
and I've reported on the great series of London shows put on by Keith Woods. All of these entries
can be easily discovered by using the search box and it's amazing how many memories a few
minutes of searching can reveal.
I have tended to steer clear of politics, not because I don't have political views (very much anti Brexit
for example) but because I don't want to alienate music fans who disagree with me. I will make an
exception today as Donald Trump is leaving the White House for the last time. He was the worst
President in history without doubt and his departure can only be good for the world. Of course, the
last year has been generally a real let down because of COVID. I haven't been to a gig in nearly a
year and many entries focused on music deaths, some of them from the dreaded virus.
The whole point of the blog originally was the celebrate
those artists who are still with us by seeing them
whenever possible, and by playing the vinyl records of
those who have passed on. Needless to say, there has
been another death to report - that of Winfield Parker
(78), a popular figure on the Northern Soul scene. He was
a saxophone player in the Little Richard band, something
he spoke about at the interview session during the 2017
Ponderosa Stomp. He recorded for several different
labels and his most successful record, on Ru-Jac, was a
revival of 'Stop Her On Sight (SOS)'. Other records,
popular on the soul scene include 'Mr Clean', 'My Love
For You' and 'Shake That Thing'.
Winfield played the Forum in London in 2007 as part of the Kent Records 25th anniversary show,
along with Mary Love, the Flirtations, Tommy Hunt and Maxine Brown. His act at the Stomp in 2017
featured him dancing around the stage wearing a sparkly jacket and gold shoes and he was
excellent on 'SOS', 'Rocking In The Barnyard' and 'Mr Clean'. Another soul man has departed the
scene: RIP.
Nick Cobban

As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Tracks Of My Year
What better to do at the start of a new year than, in accordance with my custom and practice, to
carry out a review of the purchases that I made during the previous year, selecting one track from
each of the albums that I enjoyed the most. Here is the result.
What Is This Thing Called Love (from the Hampton Hawes album The Trio recorded in 1955).
A quite interesting fact about the Los Angeles-born pianist, Hampton
Hawes, is that he started his career in the late 1940s gigging around his
home city with Big Jay McNeely. Significantly, he also worked with Dexter
Gordon, Art Pepper, Howard McGhee, and
Charlie Parker, and was influenced by them all.
His playing by the time of this recording was firmly
in the bebop style, but also exhibited a complexity
to his approach that surprises and delights, such
as on this Cole Porter composition.
Before Motown (from the Gerald Wilson Orchestra album Detroit recorded in 2009).
Although Gerald Wilson was born in Shelby, Mississippi, he moved to
Detroit in the 1930s, and after graduation became immersed in the local jazz
scene, forming his own band and in time achieving fame as a bandleader
and composer. His composition, Before Motown, creates the soundtrack of
an industrialised city, where the manufacturing of cars in factories with long
production lines never seems to stop. Unfortunately, the city suffered a
decline in manufacturing in the 1970s, loss of jobs, and the flight of the
middle-class to the suburbs, the flight being matched by Motown itself,
which departed for Los Angeles in 1972.
Gimme That Wine (from the Jon Hendricks album Recorded In Person At The Trident recorded in
1962).
Jon Hendricks was one of the popularizers of vocalese, a style that
blossomed in the vocal trio of which he was a member, Lambert, Hendricks
and Ross. He moved to London in the late 1960s, and formed a mutual
admiration duo with Georgie Fame, who was already a fan. In addition to
his singing talents, Jon Hendricks was also a very good composer and
exceptional lyricist. The witty lyric to Gimme That Wine, performed here at
a club in Sausalito, California, is just one example.
B.W. Blues (from the Sonny Stitt album Only The Blues recorded in 1957)
This Boston-born saxophonist was heavily-influenced by Charlie Parker, but
gradually developed his own style. On this album he is joined by trumpeter
Roy Eldridge, the Oscar Peterson Trio, plus Stan Levey on drums. B.W.
Blues begins with Oscar Peterson in boogie-woogie mode before the horns
join in, and doesn’t let up through its eleven-minute romp, making it
impossible to keep one’s feet still.
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On A Saturday Night (from the Scott Hamilton album Danish Ballads … & More recorded in 2018)
American tenor saxophonist Scott Hamilton, based in Italy, is a regular
visitor to London, with week-long appearances at the Pizza Express
supported by his British rhythm section. On this album, unsurprisingly, he
uses a Danish one. On A Saturday Night (English translation) is a Danish
folk song two hundred years old and more. It was recorded in 1973 by Kenny
Drew and the bassist on this session Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen. The
attractive tune chosen by master ballad player Scott Hamilton finds him in
his element.
Portrait Of Mahalia Jackson (from the Duke Ellington album New Orleans Suite recorded in 1970).
Coming towards the end of his life (he died in 1974) Duke Ellington showed
his compositional skills still vibrant in a suite dedicated to the musical Mecca
that is New Orleans. One of its most revered daughters was the ‘Queen of
Gospel’, Mahalia Jackson. This beautiful piece is an appropriate reminder
of her warm character and a worthy tribute to her. There is also a sadness
attached to the album in that it was the last appearance of Johnny Hodges,
who died during the making of it, two days before this piece was recorded.
Traneing In (from the John Coltrane & The Red Garland Trio album of the same name recorded in
1957).
I have always enjoyed the recordings, almost all on Prestige Records, that
John Coltrane made with pianist Red Garland prior to his achieving iconic
status with his “sheets of sound” style. His solo on Traneing In shows him
in sure development towards that stage in his career. In 1961, after he had
started recording for Atlantic and with success and critical fame mounting,
Prestige re-released the album as Traneing In with the cover now bearing a
photo of Coltrane.
How High The Moon (from the Ella Fitzgerald album Ella In Berlin recorded in 1960).
Probably the best-known jazz singer ever, Ella Fitzgerald was gifted with
perfect relative pitch and an ability to scat that was worthy of many a horn
player. This much acclaimed album finds Ella in top form, having fun with
the audience, and, although Mack The Knife, where Ella forgets the words,
has received the most air-plays, I have chosen How High The Moon for the
beauty of its melody and poetry of its words, and of course Ella’s scatting.
After its debut in the 1940 Broadway revue, Two For The Show, it has been
recorded many times, the version by Les Paul and Mary Ford being the
biggest hit.
Celebration (from the George Cables album I’m All Smiles recorded in 2018).

inspirational.

Damned, to a degree, with being described as a reliable accompanist, it is
the very necessary requirement of being able to listen that inspires the
subtlety that informs his own work as leader. Remarkably this album was
recorded seven months after he had his left leg amputated above the knee.
The joyful Celebration, the only self-composed track on the album, scoots
along at a rapid lick. Its title and that of the album (I’m All Smiles)
demonstrates a positivity that together with his avowed determination “to
play better despite the ravages of illness and age” is both humbling and
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
PASTOR RANCE ALLEN
There are only a few singers and vocal groups who have strongly
impacted gospel music for over many decades. Rance Allen was one.
Rance Allen was born 19th November 1948, in Monroe, into a very
large religious family. At the very early age of five he began preaching
ministry, and by the age of nine was preaching throughout Michigan,
Ohio and Pennsylvania. He was licensed to preach at the age of
twelve, and has since carried the word of the Lord throughout his
music and preaching career.
Along with a couple of his brothers, in 1969, they formed the Rance
Allen Group, featuring Rance’s soaring falsetto lead vocals, which epitomised the secularised
gospel sound of soul music. The group’s repertoire was a mix of rock and soul merged with gospel
music, to create a dynamic crossover sound. The group first recorded in 1969 for the Reflect label,
based in their home town of Monroe.
In 1971 they were discovered and signed to the Memphis based Stax label, who began recording
them under their Gospel Truth label.
Soul music has often been described as Gospel music with secular lyrics. The Rance Allen Group
flipped the coin, taking the Temptations’ ‘Just My Imagination’, and reworking it as ‘Just My
Salvation’, and transforming Archie Bell and the Drells’ disco smash, ‘(There’s Gonna Be A)
Showdown’, into a blistering impassioned religious melt down.
Their debut album in 1972, simply titled, THE RANCE ALLEN GROUP, is a sensational merger of
gospel meets soul. If their debut album was stunning, the follow up album, TRUTH IS WHERE IT’S
AT, is a masterpiece.
There are some absolute astonishing tracks on it, including 'That Will
Be Good Enough For Me', 'Heartaches', 'God Is Wonderful',
'Showdown’ etc, and an astonishing version of Delia Gartrell & the
Mighty Hannibal’s, ‘See What You Done Done’, one of the greatest
anti drug/Vietnam songs ever written.
In1972 the group appeared in the documentary film Wattstax,
performing live, ‘Lying On The Truth’ and ‘Up Above My Head’.
The group’s first R&B chart appearance (31) in May 1973 was ‘I Got
To Be Myself’, which established their name in Soul music. The
breath-taking ‘Ain’t No Need In Crying’ charted 61 R&B.
Rance Allen was one of the most incredible and soulful singers who ever drew breath.
I had the pleasure of witnessing the larger than life Rance Allen’s performance in the Gospel tent at
the New Orleans Jazz Fest. Don't remember what year, too much paper to wade through, but I shall
never forget his act. One of my all-time top live experiences ever. Pounding disco rhythms,
delivering up lifting exchanges, ya ya ya, between the group and audience, and on top of it all were
Rance's incredible falsetto vocals. It was indescribable what was going on. There must have been
near a thousand in the audience. I was standing to the side quite calmly tapping my feet, while the
tent full of believers were off to another world. It was non-stop as the sermons and music kept getting
more intense. Sunday school was never like this.
Still shell shocked from the whole gospel experience, beer in hand, I settled down, in the late
afternoon sun on the grass watching a superb Cajun group and the locals dancing.
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Through the seventies their music was a mixture of the Lord, grazed with popular sounds of the day.
The Rance Allen group continued to perform live, but Rance was slowly moving into solo religious
performances, getting more involved with the church, as a pastor of several churches. In 2015 he
sang at the White House for President Obama, and continued to become very much involved with
various community projects. He secured a place in The International Gospel Music Hall of Fame.
Allen was one of Soul/Gospel’s greatest voices. Such passion, such emotion. He died 31st October
2020.
LEN BARRY
The blue-eyed soul singer is best known for his massive chart hit 1-2-3 in 1965.
Leonard Borisoff was born 6th December 1942 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Barry began his musical career in 1958 with the Bosstones, which had one
single released, ‘Mope-Itty Mope’.
Along with some former class mates he formed, in 1961, the vocal group the
Brooktones, releasing 'No No No', which was a local hit. A name change to the
Dovells on signing to Parkway records. They achieved three hit singles on the
US R&B and Pop charts, ‘Bristol Stomp’ (R&B 7 Pop 2) 'Bristol Twistin' Annie’
(R&B 28 Pop 27) and ‘You Can’t Sit Down’* (R&B 10 Pop 3).
In 1963 Barry left the group to venture on a solo career. He had singles on Cameo and Mercury
before signing to Decca resulting in the scintillating 1965 smash hit, ‘1-2-3’, and the similarly paced
‘Like A Baby’.
With his sharp suits and clean cut image, along with a dramatic change in universal music styles, in
the late sixties Barry simple went out of fashion. He moved to the cabaret circuit, and into production
work. He died 5th November 2020
'You Can’t Sit Down' was originally recorded in 1959 'Can’t Sit Down' on Dasher Records. It featured
Phil Upchurch on guitar.
CD REVIEW
Following on from Vol 1 (Dirty Work Going On), this is the second of
Ace's compilations featuring the blues recordings the Bihari brothers
made in the 1960s. The CD is centred around 11 sides from Willie
Headen and Willie Garland. Willie Headen’s Dootone sides have
been well represented, but this time out his great Modern sides are
featured. There are also seven outings for Long Gone Miles with
George Smith featured on harmonica.
The lesser-known Before Day (Big Mama’s Blues) from Willie Mae
Thornton’s Modern 45 kicks off with a great bit of chat from her, and
a previously unknown Smokey Wilson track is also included. The
compilation is rounded off by a terrific Model T Slim session
produced by Bruce and Michael Bromberg. Of the 24 tracks, only five were released at the time.
Eight came out on an extremely limited edition P-Vine CDs at the turn of the century, while eleven
are previously unreleased.
Both volumes are excellent historical recordings, of which I find to my taste, and are
seriously aimed at blues devotees. Excellent sleeve notes by Dick Shurman, which
are a great companion to the tracks, and brings the unknown, to me, being Long
Gone Miles, and Willie Garland to life.
Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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TFTW favourites, Kingsize Taylor and the Dominoes receive a
very welcome new release by Bear Family following this year’s
successful CD which covered an overview of their early 1960s
recordings
Continuing the 10” vinyl LP and accompanying CD series, Bear
Family have gone to town on putting together an excellent
package. The 10” contains 12 of their best-known recordings,
and includes both sides of Kingsize’s 1964 solo rarity
‘Somebody’s Always Trying’ 45, which was absent from the
earlier compilation.
While the LP is fantastic, it’s the CD that is the star of the show
for me. 25 of the 27 tracks are home-recorded songs that were
made in piano-man Sam Hardie’s front room in ’57 and ’58. The songs are a mix of covers and selfwritten. Recorded with just one microphone, the energy and musicianship is fantastic; it beggars
belief that they weren’t picked up by a major label at the time.
If the Vinyl and CD isn’t enough to whet your appetite, then I ought to let you know that there is an
outstanding booklet too. I guess you could call it a scrapbook as it contains period photos of Kingsize
with pretty much every US act that played the Star Club in the early ‘60s. To top it off there is a
handsigned postcard in the first 500 pressings.
File under essential.
John Spencely

While Curtis Gordon’s career was rooted in country, his
rockabilly credentials were created in a single session in 1956
where he cut ‘Sittin On Top’, ‘Mobile, Alabama’, ‘Rock, Roll,
Jump, Jive’ and the title track. Using a standard country band
set up, with the pedal steel to the fore and a drummer’s back
beat to die for, he created three classic original rockabilly
numbers and a rockabilly reworking of the Mississippi Sheiks’
‘Sitting On Top Of The World’.
Gordon had recorded a few boppers in the early ‘50s – his
‘Caffeine and Nicotine’ was a canny copy of the Carlisles’ sound
in ’53; while, from the same year, ‘Rompin’ and Stompin’ was a
great piano led boogie for RCA.
At 28, he was arguably seven or eight years too old to be
considered one of the cool young rockabillies, but on the self-penned ‘Draggin’ you’d believe he
was an 18 year old kid trying to race on the main street away from the law.
I throwed it in low, double-clutch it twice
I hear the cats holler ‘man alive!’
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Every release of ‘Draggin’ I’ve heard has a strange echo which comes in after two or three seconds.
It seems that the dub was taken from the Swedish issue where they had mysteriously added echo.
Bear Family have gone back to the original masters and included is the true recording that came
out on US Mercury in ’56. It sounds much better without the overwhelming echo.
The album is rounded out with other choice Mercury recordings including my favourite – ‘So Tired
Of Crying’ – a brilliant major to minor bopper and his take on ‘Play The Music Louder’
A wonderful LP release of a much under-appreciated artist.
John Spencely

Many have described Abby as the new diva on the block,
emerging from the Los Angeles roots music scene.
But what is remarkable about this obviously talented thrush is
that among the well-chosen covers and revivals on this varied
rhythm'n'blues collection is the two original numbers she has
contributed to the 13-tracker.
Both the title track and a beautifully performed My Heart Began
to Sing, stand up well alongside other known tracks. These
include Jimmy McCracklin's Georgia Slop, Mike Pedicin's floor
filler Burnt Toast, Black Coffee and Etta James’ In the
Basement.
Abby, real name Maharaj, has served a long musical
apprenticeship alongside the Vargas Brothers and Big Sandy prior to this debut, and her musical
friends appear with her.
The core band, The Real Deal, is a four piece, with upright bass and saxes, providing accurate
back-up to Abby's always excellent vocalising.
Cover art and sleeve are exemplary, and the international roots music festival circuit can look
forward to a new star once normal service is resumed.
John Howard

So who is Big Al Sears, and why does he deserve a 30 track
CD, I hear you ask.
Well, this sax player under his own name and others, has a
career that illustrates the development of Rock’n’Roll from the
thirties swing band days with Duke Ellington and Lionel
Hampton to New York in 1950 when Big Al Sears’ name first
appeared on a record label.
As Dave Penny's always interesting compilation reveals, along
the way are recordings with Jay Hawkins before be started
Screaming, Jimmy Witherspoon and Joe Turner, in parallel with
instrumentals under his own moniker.
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Big Al befriended future disc jockey Alan Freed while the latter was still in college, and they had a
worthwhile musical partnership.
Particularly notable in this collection is Roy Hamilton's 1954 cut I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Cry
Over You, a rhythm'n'blues chugger in complete contrast to the later cover by Elvis Presley.
Obviously, it's Big Al on sax.
By the late fifties, he was an in-demand session man, and cuts on which he features range from
Barbie Gaye's original of My Boy Lollipop to Nappy Brown's Baby Cry Cry Cry Baby, included here.
John Howard

Long before The Last Texas Blues Band, The Texas Tornados,
or the Sir Douglas Quintet, Doug Sahm was cutting country
records before his voice broke.
This career overview of a Texan multi-instrumentalist who
refused to be confined to one style is 30 tracks of delight to
remind us sadly of what we lost when he was taken from us at
the early age of 58.
The chronological collection, curated by Roger Dopson, starts
with Little Doug as a lad in the fifties, but quickly moves into a
mature rocker on Crazy Daisy, that had our hero appearing on
stage with a long white jacket, black shirt and white tie.
He covered every style from Little Richard Rock’n’Roll, Jimmy
Reed blues, and proto-swamp pop.
Immediately prior to his mid-sixties’ breakthrough with She's About a Mover, he was fronting a nine
piece, horn-led band and the six cuts he made on the local Renner label are as good as anything
he was to record later, even if commercial success at this point gave him a swerve.
A worthwhile buy both for enjoyment and historical reasons.
John Howard

This puts me in a mind of an old joke. A hillbilly couple decide
to divorce. Later, on the courthouse steps, the ex-wife says to
her former husband: “I'm going to miss you.” He replies: “Don't
worry, you'll always be my sister.”
This 20 track Rock’n’Roll collection features 20 different
European acts from The Hoodoo Tones to the Kokomo Kings
who have already proved themselves to be great. Every track is
a solid rocker, 19 of the 20 are original numbers, and there are
contributions from almost every part of the continent, apart from
the UK.
The point of the release is to mark Britain's departure from the European Union, which apparently
saddens the compilers.
We can only say: “We may not be married any more, but we will always be brothers, united by our
love of Rock’n’Roll.”
John Howard
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A 28-track collection of the original versions of some hits you
may know better by others. A quiz question settler, it also had
me heading for Google to do some fact checking.
Sure, Don and Dewey had the originals on Farmer John and Big
Boy Pete, it's quite possible that Gene Autry had the first version
of Have I Told You Lately That I Love You, Big Maybelle
definitely originated Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On, and Sonny
Dae and His Knights beat Bill Haley to Rock Around the Clock.
But did the Pine Ridge Boys first cut You Are My Sunshine
before the man who wrote it, Governor Jimmy Davis? And are
you sure Marty Robbins cut Singin' the Blues before its
composer Melvin Endsley?
An interesting listen, bound to start lively discussion.
John Howard

This fascinating and long-running series has managed to mix the
well-known with the totally obscure and thanks to compiler Little
Victor Mac has introduced us to some storming recordings we
might have missed.
The better known here include Lous Jordan's Caldonia, Joe
Jones' orginal California Sun, and the title track from The
Searchers (not those Searchers)
However, lesser known offerings from Johnny Guitar Watson,
Artie Wilson and Otis Redding keep up a very high standard.
John Howard

Big Bob, as he was known on the label, caused a stir among
Rock’n’Roll fans in the fifties with the titular Top Rank 45, a
superb rocking double-sider.
It was again picked up in the seventies revival, but even then
little was known about the artist, and no other of his releases
attracted attention.
Now a team, including sleeve note writer and compiler Bob
Fisher, fills the gaps in our knowledge with a career overview of
a man whose output defines the development of the big beat.
In 1951 he was fronting the big band of Julian Dash, who had
sufficient confidence in his composing abilities to back him on
the self-penned Can't Understand It on the major label Mercury.
He went on to join the Du Droppers from some fine doo-wop in 1953, and by 1955 had embraced,
and defended, that new craze with Stop Knockin' Rock'n'Roll.
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He became involved in covers, performing them well, for the King label, taking on Andre Williams’
Bacon Fat, and the Jive Bombers' Bad Boy, before he found his own voice, and a fleeting glimpse
of fame in 1959.
Excellent gravelly vocals throughout, and an informative walk through musical history across 30
chronological tracks.
John Howard

Lifting the January gloom is this latest long-awaited 12-inch vinyl
release from the entertaining Mr Sloan. On this occasion
Jackson is assisted by a bunch of buddies from not only
England, but Spain and Italy too, providing a sizzling chunk of
spirited danceable music.
The talented Sloan wrote all the songs, and is in good voice as
the lead vocalist throughout. The disc was recorded in Italy, and
is on a Spanish label, so it is as truly international as its title
suggests.
His three Spanish amigos, singers and vocal arrangers, are
members of renowned doo-wop outfit The Velvet Candles who
provide terrific support on most of the numbers, including the
opening track Remote Control, which also benefits from a sweet sax solo and some steady double
bass plucking.
Italian chanteuse Robbie B joins Jackson to duet harmoniously on The Last To Know with its groovy
guitar passage. Tempo-wise, it's a solid stroller. The pair also team up on Old Records, reminiscing
about happy times, and on which Kursaal Flyers founder member Vic Collins adds a touch of
western swing on lap steel guitar.
Top track for me is a super slice of doo-wop with the voices of the three Candles - Augusti Burriel,
Juan Ibanez Mateos and bassman Eddie Peregrine Sala - spicing up proceedings on Late Night
Call.
Car sounds open Drive-In Movie, followed by an ‘ah ha ha oh yeah’ chant a la Chuck Berry’s Back
In The USA, with bright guitar picking very much in evidence. Sloan’s rich voice is apparent on Love
Trap which is enlivened by a neat saxophone solo courtesy of Marco Benny Pretolani, some clean
guitar notes and thumping bass.
Petrolani duly provides booming accompaniment to the well sung Keeping Secrets and That Certain
Someone, which also has a smart rhythmic drum intro from Fabrais Casadei.
Seven Day Lover is a jump jive style swinger with a blasting sax solo amid excellent vocal interaction
between Sloan and the Velvet Candles.
Musical arranger Richard Dawson shows his piano playing skills on this, and also on No Vacancy
with its strong tuneful harmonising. Empty Glass incorporates a good dance beat and has a Bill
Haley feel about it with handclaps, a tuneful guitar solo, solid bass and saxophone.
The final track, Ain’t Got Nothing But Time, is a trifle slower but closes out in style with mellifluous
vocalising, mellow sax blowing and the bass strumming of ‘Lucky’ Stelio Lacchini.
With crystal clear sound this is an excellent LP that should satisfy Jackson Sloan’s fans and earn
him a few more. And thanks to the larger 12inch format as opposed to a CD, photos of all concerned
and sleeve notes are clear and legible.
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The cartoon of Jackson on the sleeve puts the finishing touch to a well-crafted and memorable
offering which I can recommend to anyone who enjoys their Rock’n’Roll and jive mixed with the
forties-style rhythm'n'blues that inspired it.
Lee Wilkinson

Don Covay, Joe Tex and Otis Redding started out as screaming
disciples of Little Richard in the fifties, and while the sixties saw
the last two as leaders in soul, Don took a different direction.
Mostly, he became a successful songwriter, with a string of
million sellers under his belt.
This is part of a series on Ace celebrating hit composers, and
Don penned more smashes than most. His material ranged from
Aretha Franklin's Chain of Fools to Wanda Jackson's There's a
Party Going On, from Gene Vincent's A Big Fat Saturday Night
to Wilson Pickett's Three Time Loser, all included here.
There's no filler at all, but UK fans will be particularly interested
in Billy Fury's excellent reading of the Gladys Knight hit Letter
Full of Tears, and Cliff Bennett and the Rebel Rousers’ take on the soul standard See Saw.
Don's versions of his own songs are available elsewhere but it's the hits he supplied to others in this
satisfying compilation.
John Howard

And what a band! Two saxes and trumpet, keyboards, drums
and an ace guitar give swinging thrush Laura B. the best
possible backing for her best possible tilt at the title of the UK's
top diva.
Amazingly, the whole thing was recorded live, replicating the
atmosphere of a fifties session.
The set opens with the solid Gambling Man, then into a Bo
Diddley beat for Gonna Find Me a Good Man.
The top track for me is the title track Just a Little Love, and if
there is any doubt that this was first by BB King, then the guitar
work by Chris Corcoran who follows BB's template perfectly,
ends any discussion.
Of the 12 tracks, Laura herself composed seven, and deserves congratulation as perhaps the first
UK artist in her genre to produce an original and authentic gospel number with Let The Lord Have
Access to Your Heart.
Equally beautiful is the heartfelt ballad Child of Mine.
A Rockin' Good Way, from the pen of Brook Benton, is given a jazzier feel than of late, but as a
familiar number has already attracted airplay.
Glamorous monochrome portraits of Laura with her trademark camelia in her hair on the digipack
sleeve make this an attractive package, both aurally and visually.
John Howard
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Amazing how international rockabilly has become. This is on a
German label, the compiler, Marcus Juarez is in Texas, and
every track here was a floor-filler in the UK in the seventies
revival, often on, ahem, unofficial labels.
Jungle Rock by Hank Mizell, Life Begins at Four O'Clock by
Bobby Milano, and Wash Machine Boogie by the Echo Valley
Boys are among the familiar, but there's sufficient you don't
know in a genre you do to make this a worthwhile purchase.
John Howard

Near-forgotten now, the level of popularity Joey DiNicola
attained in the early sixties off the back of the twist dance craze
is almost unbelievable.
In addition to an unbroken run of hit singles, he also appeared
in a couple of films above the title and cut sufficient material to
fill this 29-track CD.
Compiler Roger Dopson's informative booklet goes into forensic
detail about Joey's career, which you can enjoy reading as
tracks like Peppermint Twist parts one and two, Hey Let's Twist
and Shout parts one and two are playing. If, of course, you are
not dancing.
John Howard

A 28-track compilation which does exactly what it says on the
tin, and features some major artists in their early years.
They include Eddy Arnold, Jerry Reed, Don Gibson and Lefty
Frizzell, among some minor artists who failed to achieve their
fame, but made worthwhile contributions as country music
morphed into rockabilly.
Of course, there are examples of fully-fledged rockabilly like the
offering from Al Ferrier with My Baby Done Gone Away, and
The Louvin Brothers with their superb harmonies on Plenty of
Everything But You are always worth a listen.
An interesting progression on what could be a long running
series.
John Howard
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A diverse and fascinating overview of the UK rocking scene
across the years. Big names, new names, old names and more
on a 16 tracker that features The Jets, Crazy Cavan, Matchbox
and the Wild Angels, British Rock’n’Roll Royalty all on classic
cuts from across the years.
Then there's the more recent offerings from Jackson Sloan,
Bamboozle and the Rocky Road Ramblers.
And there's even an offering from the late lamented Screaming
Lord Sutch, with All Black and Hairy.
What they have in common is they have all worked with veteran
producer Philip H.A. Bailey who put this together and asked
each outfit to get involved, and they obliged. We are the winners
of his long-term friendship.
John Howard

Unlike in some markets where cover versions of US hits were
performed in English, the German record-buyer could choose
hits in their native language.
Indeed, the German word for “hit” is in fact “Schlager”, and is
nothing to do with beer.
Sometimes it works, sometimes it is hilarious, but it is unfailingly
interesting. Who knew that Bobby Darin's Splish Splash would
translate as Plitsch Platsch in the hands of Werner Hass, that
Mach Dich Schon by Peter Krauss was Elvis' Treat Me Nice, or
Hipp Hipp by Ronny Twen would be the Teutonic Runaround
Sue.
There are, of course, some original German language rockers among the covers, and perhaps the
most interesting item here is Rote Lippen Soll Man Kussen, otherwise Lucky Lips, which has our
own Cliff Richard singing in German.
John Howard

There were sufficient German language rockers to fill two 32
track CDs, and this second edition is as interesting as the first,
with some great dancers, and a few laughs.
Why anyone would suggest that Paul Anka's Diana should be
covered by a girl, as Conny Froboess was tasked, is a mystery
and how a big name of the time, Caterina Valente was
persuaded to cover Peppermint Twist, likewise.
But Lover Doll by Ted Herold, Sugaree by Jorg Maria Berg and
Teenage Boogie by Bettina Carsten and Die Monacos are
perfectly acceptable.
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The switched titles provide further speculation. How did Bobby Day's Over and Over become TooHoop thanks to Teddy Palmer and Werner Has, and Lucky Lips become Dolly Dick with Illo
Schieder, not to mention Dany Mann's take on Stupid Cupid becoming Sexy Hexy?
However, the Rock-A-Teens’ Woo Hoo remains the same in any language, as proved by Werner
Muller and Die Woo Hoos.
Snap these two up - they are collectors' items.
John Howard

Grady Martin is one of the hidden heroes of Rock’n’Roll who
plied his trade in Nashville for more than 50 years.
This 30-track collection skims the surface of his classic guitar
playing in country, rockabilly and Rock’n’Roll, but gives a taste
of the various styles he and his Bigsby guitar conquered. Not to
mention the wide range of artists.
Top of the heap is Elvis Presley, of course, and the chosen track
is the untypical Please Don't Track That String Around from
1963.
He worked extensively with Patsy Cline, appearing on most of
her big hits, and Stop Look and Listen is included here.
Rockabilly fans will delight in the inclusion of Johnny Carroll's Wild Wild Women, Jimmy Lloyd's
Where the Rio De Rosa Flows and Carl Perkins’ Hambone.
His solo offerings with his band the Slewfoot Five from the early fifties onwards show what he could
do when left to his own devices - one of which was his twin-neck guitar.
John Howard

Watch out for your wallet if you invest in this 30-track collection.
It's an overview of previous Koko Mojo compilations, and if you
care for fifties rhythm'b'blues on the rocking side, it's highly likely
you will want to buy all of the collections from which these are
culled.
This sampler has some major names like Jimmy Reed, Little
Willie John, and Lucky Millinder doing their stuff, but the minor
personalities like Danny Brown, and Joe McCoy hold their
heads up in this company.
Joe's Dizzy Little Girl, a Little Richard-style rocker is worth the
price of admission alone. That's quite apart from guitarist
Mickey Baker's tour de force on Devil Moon with its flurry of notes so fast it would have led Dick
Dale to put his guitar back in its case.
Breath-taking stuff, curated by Little Victor Mac whose personal disc collection must challenge the
British Library's.
John Howard
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If you want just one Roy Orbison CD, then this is the one. It
covers not only his pre-fame rockers, all his major hits both
ballads and uptempo numbers, and features some truly great
tracks that tend to get overlooked.
Yes, Only the Lonely, Love Hurts and Crying are here, but
Uptown, a chugging rocker so good that Robert Gordon revived
it and was the immediate predecessor release of “Lonely”,
Almost Eighteen, another superb rocker, and Candy Man,
another B side so strong that a revival by Brian Poole and the
Tremeloes made the UK top ten.
It goes without saying Orby had a brilliant, clear voice equally
suited to dramatic ballads like Running Scared, but was already
there when his early material like Ooby Dooby, You're My Baby
and I Like Love did not achieve the commercial success they deserved.
Those last named have been reissued before, but often with intrusive instruments like harmonica
which tended to lessen the impact of the unadorned recordings.
Roger Dopson's impressive sleeve notes and a total of 33 tracks make this a must-buy for anyone
light on Orbison.
John Howard

At a time in the early sixties when instrumentals challenged both
solo singers and groups for chart gold, two studio bands who
ravaged the classics ruled the roost for a brief period.
The Piltdown Men debuted in the UK with Macdonald's Cave, a
sax driven assault on the nursery rhyme Old Macdonald Had a
Farm which, inexplicably, took them to near the top of the
charts.
The original Stateside A side, Brontosaurus Stomp, fared less
well in its native America, but it was Piltdown Rides Again, a
Rock’n’Roll rendition of the William Tell Overture (OK, the Lone
Ranger theme) that kept them afloat in the UK. But for me, the
B side Bubbles In The Tar hit me between the eyes, and was
second only to their unashamed burlesque take on A Pretty Girl
is Like a Melody as my favourite. All their singles are here.
Also complete are the offerings from B. Bumble. They also purloined the classics, starting with Flight
of the Bumble Bee, re-cast as Bumble Boogie, and then Nut Rocker, Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker in
disguise.
They also had a tilt at William Tell, as Apple Knocker, but its impact is around half that of the
Piltdowns, so if it's a battle of the instro bands, Piltdown wins.
But its still a fascinating collection, curated by Arthur Wilkinson, with 32 tracks.
John Howard
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Compiler Little Victor digs deep into his vaults to offer
Rock’n’Roll and proto-soul dancers both known and obscure,
with The Nite Riders' Doctor Velvet giving the collection its
name.
Jimmy Liggins solid I Ain't Drunk, John Lee Hooker's Dimples
and Harmonica Fats’ Tore Up are the known, but the more
obscure like Smokey Smother's cover of Hank Ballard's Twist
with Me Annie, Ray Johnson's Shake a Little Bit and Henry
Strogin's Misery are often as good as the familiar.
24 tracks in an attractive digi-pack, a limited edition, and well
worth a listen. Or a dance.
John Howard

A huge number of influences from across the Rock’n’Roll
spectrum make a nicely balanced 13-track collection from
singer and bass playing veteran Pagan Gould.
With superior backing throughout from the Nitro Men - producer
John O'Malley, in fact - Pagan tackles everything from Blue Cats
covers through to Gene Vincent.
That Gene Vincent track is Flea Brain, one of the most
misogynistic songs in the whole of the genre, which has sat
quietly as an LP track, is given new prominence. And new
hilarity if you are so inclined.
The Carnations’ Long Tall Girl, a strolling favourite for thirty
years, gets a rare cover, and Pagan drags Love Is All Around,
a Troggs film favourite, into the rockin' pantheon.
'Cause I'm a Teddy Boy sums up Pagan's attitude, and it's an interesting and worthwhile project.
Buy with confidence.
John Howard

Sub-titled A Jubilation of Scorching Rockers, it marks compiler
Mark Armstrong's musical tour of Mississippi, Texas and
Louisiana to produce a whole series of landmark collections
featuring known and unknown rocking rhythm'n'blues acts, each
CD representing one state.
To promote all three series, there is now a cross-state sampler
likely to make you seek out the rest of them, featuring 30
handpicked sides.
The biggest names birthed in Mississippi include Sonny Boy
Williamson, John Lee Hooker and Howling Wolf, while Texas is
represented by Bobby Day, Harmonica Slim and Joe Tex. Larry
Williams, Fats Domino and Lloyd Price represent Louisiana, so you can see all the icons are there.
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But the great thing about this, and every one of the 30 or so CDs in this collectable compendium, is
the absolutely great, but totally unknown acts and records which are as good, and sometimes better,
than the known million sellers. Buy this one, and you'll want the lot.
John Howard

To many, guitarist and singer Billy Strange is a man of mystery.
But he was sufficiently well known in the Los Angeles music
business to be selected to play on recordings by Elvis Presley,
Ricky Nelson, Wanda Jackson and many other big names in the
fifties and early sixties.
This generous and comprehensive collection of 30 tracks
follows Billy's career from his start on Capitol in 1952, his work
with Cliffie Stone, and on to glory with The Ventures, Roy Clark
and Rose Maddox.
Considering his main claim to fame was as a guitarist, he was a
fine vocalist as tracks in this collection like (When the Dawn
Comes) I Gotta Be Gittin' Home, Hell Train and The Almanac Song illustrate.
In that early period, Diesel Smoke, Dangerous Curves is a belter of a song, wonderfully performed.
Also noteworthy is his take on Sixteen Tons, which features two sets of 12 string guitars to unusual
effect.
A sample of his cuts with Elvis Ricky and Wanda are included, but whether One Broken Heart for
Sale was a good choice for this collection since its 1min 50secs runtime does not have a guitar solo
by anyone.
In the sixties, he experimented with fuzztone guitar, which is why 2,000 Pound Bee by the Ventures
sounds so unusual.
Compiler Mark Armstrong once again does a sterling job with session information and sleeve notes.
John Howard

I know the first Commandment of Rock’n’Roll. Don't tell your
fiancée that you treasure your rockin' record collection more
than her. A mate did, and she chucked him.
This compilation, put together by Mark Armstrong, is sub-titled
Defy the Devil's Music, Dig That Rock'n'Roll and is a grab bag
of hits and obscurities.
The opener, the catchy Dance Girl Dance by Norman Fox and
Rob Roys (named after the cocktail rather than Scots hero) is
followed by Chuck Berry's Rock and Roll Music, to suggest we
may be in for a Greatest Hits album.
But, no. Although there are other familiar tracks like Ruth
Brown's This Little Girls Gone Rocking and Neil Sedaka's You Gotta Learn Your Rhythm'n'Blues,
there are sufficient rarities and hard-to-find tracks that make this an interesting purchase.
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The Ten Commandments of Rock'n'Roll 2 offers similar appeal, but among the more rare tracks is
Wynona Carr's sublime Please Mr Jailer, so if you don't own it on any other collection, buy this one
just for that.
John Howard

This collection reaches number three on the Commandments
list, and the title alone gives you the theme. And that theme is
money.
So we have Little Richard's pre-fame RCA recording Get Rich
Quick as the lively opener, and more financial advice from
Eunice Davis' Go to Work, Pretty Daddy, Wayne Cochran's Buy
a Car, and The Silhouettes' Get a Job.
Of course, there can be a downside to this spending and
earning, as the Du Droppers point out in Dead Broke, and
Johnny Ace sings No Money.
Thirty tracks of mainly ‘50s recordings, with my personal
favourite, the otherwise hard to find Elevator Operator by The Rays, originally on XYZ label.
A fun collection with much more to come.
John Howard

A fascinating three CD set with a massive 84 tracks detailing the
Hispanic contributions to Rock'n'Roll from 1948 onwards.
Big names include Ritchie Valens, Trini Lopez and Chris
Montez, but don't expect to hear their big hits. Instead, Ritchie
offers a fine version of Larry Williams' Boney Maronie, Trini
really rocks out on pre-fame originals, and Chris offers
otherwise unfamiliar fare like Rocking Blues, which he wrote.
There are numbers in both Spanish and English, while the most
prolific act in this collection is Freddy Fender, both under his
later stage name and his given name Baldemar Huerta.
Rosie and the Originals, fronted by Rosalie Mendez Hamlin, has
a couple of cuts which are not her one hit, Angel Baby. She became the first Latina inducted into
the Rock Hall of Fame.
Among the most interesting numbers are the cover versions sung in Spanish. It's odd to hear Freddy
singing Elvis' Don't Be Cruel under its Spanish title Non Seas Cruel, or Les Locos Del Ritmo
translating Cliff's Move It, into La Mantequilla.
Mark Armstrong has done a wonderful research job for this compilation, and names almost all group
members and contributors, whether they were from the States, Spain or elsewhere.
Lalo Guerrero is known as The Father of Chicano Music. He and Don Tosti took the traditional
Mexican Rancheras style and blended it with early rhythm'n'blues and boogie.
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Lalo has one of two versions of Tequila, the other from the moustache-toting Brit Johnny “The Gash”
Gray, just for variety. And, talking of Tequila, the saxman who wrote it and played it for the Champs
hit, Danny Flores, aka Chuck Rio, has some find vocal offerings.
Another known act is Rudy Grayzell, a regular visitor to the UK until his passing, who offers his own
You're Gone from 1956.
The Velveteens were an instrumental group, and their Dog Patch Creeper could be played to good
effect in Rock'n'Roll clubs today.
While most tracks in whatever language are enjoyable, there is one unintentionally hilarious number
that should be heard more widely. That is Los Llopis Spanish lingo take on Elvis' All Shook Up.
What were they thinking?
John Howard

Musical all-rounder John O'Malley was not going to let a little
thing like a worldwide pandemic get in his way.
The London-based guitarist, singer, graphic designer and
entrepreneur locked down in his own recording studio and
produced a polished CD on his own label, played all the
instruments, and designed the sleeve.
He also experimented with a variety of styles, from straight
Rock'n'Roll to doo-wop, taking in a show tune from, wouldya
believe it, My Fair Lady.
The set opens with John's confident revival of Rip It Up, and
then the Burnette-written Hip Shakin' Baby. So far, so
predictable from a man steeped in rockabilly. Then he goes off
the beaten track with Jesse Belvin's fine I'm in Love, and proves he can also tackle group harmony.
By himself!
All My Loving, from the Beatles songbook, is a surprise, but a good one, and Santo and Johnny's
Sleepwalk showcases his guitar skills. On The Street Where You Live, from My Fair Lady, is given
a bouncy arrangement as he experiments singing in a lower register than his normal tones.
He deserves our admiration for his go-it-alone bravery, and our thanks for an entertaining 14 tracker
which offers more than you might expect.
John Howard

Any compilation that opens with Barbara Greene's alarming
take on Little Richard's Long Tall Sally and also includes her
version of Slippin' and Slidin' is a must-buy, in my humble
opinion.
In between there are known and more obscure cuts from Kay
Adams, Bunny Paul and Rosemary June, among others.
Sometimes there are unexpected versions of Rock'n'Roll
standards. Who knew Bette Anne Steele cut a version of Ruth
Brown's Mama He Treats Your Daughter Mean, or Joan Hager
covered Janis Martin's Will You Willyum? But both are
interesting to hear without challenging the well-loved originals.
John Howard
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The Larks have two claims to fame. Their version of the
standard My Reverie became one of the rarest, and most
sought after recordings of the doo-wop era. And they had one
of the best vocal group singers in the person of Eugene
Mumford, who went on to replace Jackie Wilson in Billy Ward's
Dominos and sang lead on Ward's Stardust and Deep Purple.
The Larks started off as so many of their ilk did, as a gospel
group, and their earliest recordings in that genre are included
here.
They specialised in reworking standards like If You Were the
Only Girl in the World, and The World is Waiting for the Sunrise,
so if you like superb vocalising on mainly ballads, go for this.
It's a double CD, with informative sleeve notes.
John Howard

Bill Carlisle formed this hillbilly group in the early fifties, and
scored novelty hits like Zat You Myrtle, T'aint Nice (To Talk Like
That) and Too Old to Cut the Mustard, all included here.
This cross label two CD collection covers topsides and flips for
both Mercury and Columbia, and makeweights from various
LPs.
Guitarist Chet Atkins often makes an appearance, no doubt to
join in the fun.
Because fun is the main take-home from an entertaining
collection for those who enjoy cornpone humour.
John Howard

Compiler Little Victor Mac, known as The Mojo Man has dug
deep into his massive collection to isolate some more gems,
known and unknown, but all rocking.
No less than 28 tracks, and not a duff one among them.
The collection opens with Big Danny Oliver's classic Sapphire,
and the pace does not let up.
Little Victor's unique selling point is that all the artists are black,
but there's more to it than that. Almost every number has brass
and piano, for the full sound that the likes of Little Junior Parker,
Flash Terry, and Eddie Daniels favoured.
Stand outs for me include Solid Rock, known as by The Five
Royales, but here credited to vocalist El Pauling, Baby Washington's Work Out, and Lavern Baker's
Hey Memphis, topside on initial release to Voodoo Voodoo.
Buy with confidence.
John Howard
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Not a greatest hits collection, but some of the best recordings
from the early sixties when black Rock'n'Roll was starting to turn
into soul.
No less than 30 tracks, opening with Tippie and The Clovers’
original of Bossa Nova Baby, and continuing with Buster
Brown's Fannie Mae, Rufus Thomas' Walking the Dog and
Bobby Bland's Turn on Your Love Light.
There are some excellent if slightly more obscure offerings,
including The Falcons' The Teacher, Chico Leverett's Solid
Sender and The Miracles' Mighty Good Lovin.
As we have said of this series before – sack the DJ for your
post-Covid house party, and just play the whole thing.
John Howard

This 58 track double CD collects all Chicago DJ and vocalist
Jim's considerable output, including his original of Green Door.
He was outflanked in the UK by Frankie Vaughan in 1956, but
he made number one in the States with his superior recording of
the well-known novelty.
Although his takes on Chuck Berry's Maybelline and Carl
Perkins' Blue Suede Shoes are included here, his deep baritone
voice was more suited to country numbers, and material like
Four Walls and From a Jack to a King, also here.
He was incredibly knowledgeable about pop music of the fifties,
and I well remember reading his Rock'n'Roll dictionary in the first
edition of the 1956 magazine Rock'n'Roll Stars, thinking myself
“hip” because only squares said “hep”. Thanks, Jim.
So snap this up for nostalgia reasons.
John Howard

Wow! So we reach number 11 in a series of stupendous
releases that have proved some real eye-openers sourced from
the same state.
But this time compiler Mark Armstrong has excelled himself, and
come up with some real corkers.
Case in point: Young Jesse's self-penned novelty Teacher
Gimme Back, a song worthy of a Coasters/Lieber and Stoller
mini comic opera.
The story line involves a student deprived of, first his bubble
gum, and then his comic book. Obadiah, to use Young Jesse's
actual first name, adopts a child-like voice as the youngster.
Why we've never heard of this before is a mystery, and reason enough to buy the 28 tracker alone.
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That said, Cledus Harrison, and Goree Carter are excellent rocking bluesmen, and there are some
bigger names like Amos Milburn with Sax Shack Boogie, Jesse Belvin with Let's Make Up, and
Eddie “Cleanhead” Vinson with Good Bread Alley to produce a CD with superb numbers you
probably don't already own.
John Howard

Another fascinating collection which scoops up the first
recordings of huge hits which were not originated by the artist
you might have thought.
Bossa Nova Baby was a hit by Elvis, but it was originated by
Tippie and the Clovers, Twist and Shout could be by The
Beatles or the Isley Brothers, but was originated by the
otherwise unknown Top Notes and Down the Road A Piece may
be credited to Amos Milburn, Freddie Slack or Chuck Berry, but
it was Will Bradley who cut it first.
Will's 78 was actually released in the UK on the Parlophone
1943 Rhythm Series, believe it or not.
Our favourite version of Corrine Corrina is no doubt by Joe Turner, but the song dates back to a
1928 recording by Bo Carter and Charlie McCoy, the hit version of Walk Right In was by the Rooftop
Singers, but it was Gus Cannon's Jug Stompers who birthed it, and, yes, it was Elvis himself who
first cut Mean Woman Blues, despite what Jerry Lee Lewis fans claim.
This series is an interesting idea, and is not only an eye-opener but also a good listen.
John Howard

Among the first ten 78rpm singles I bought as a lad was Ferlin's
Capitol cut What'cha Doin' After School and with its oodles of
echo and plaintive vocal, it was archetypal teen Rock’n’Roll.
What I didn't know at the time was that Ferlin was equally adept
at both country numbers and novelties, amply illustrated by this
31 track Roger Dopson compilation.
Ferlin first recorded under the anodyne Terry Preston moniker
rather than his distinctive name, but his first successes came
under his real name when he hit number one on the country
charts with Dear John Letter.
In parallel, he was recording as country hayseed Simon Crum,
and it was under that name he cut Bop Cat Bop, a favourite of
the seventies rockabilly revival.
His biggest hit was the dramatic Gone, but for me Prize Possession, included here, was the high
water mark of his career. A solid chugging rocker, it should have been a UK hit.
I was lucky enough to catch his act shortly before he passed on and afterwards me and my buddy
caught up with him for a chat. “Why didn't you do The Drunken Driver?” we asked him. “I can't
remember the words,” he grinned. We chorused: “We can!” And I still can.
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Lovely to have this collection, but one track is missing. Slow Down, Brother, the amusing flip of
Drunken Driver should be here.
John Howard

A scintillating 28 track collection likely to appeal to those who
like a bit of fiddle and steel guitar in their rockabilly.
Known acts include Johnny Cash, Bennie Hess and Lefty
Frizzell but thanks to compiler and sleeve note writer Mark
Armstrong, the provenance of many of the tracks, and their
reason for inclusion, is fully explained.
The title track, for instance, was revived by Ray Campi, but the
1936 original is here by Bill Carlisle. Similarly, Ray cut I Let the
Freight Train Carry Me On, but the 1951 original is by the
Delmore Brothers.
There's a few laughs to be had among the dance tracks. Charlie
Adams and the Lone Star Playboys' If a Beer Bottle Had a Nipple on it (You'd Be a Baby All of Your
Life) is tittle-worthy, as is a Cajun cut by Tibby Edwards. It's called C'est Si Tout (That's All) and in
the final verse Tibby suggests if the listener wants any more, they can sing it themselves.
John Howard

Thanks to television exposure on his parents' show, the first
nine releases by Rick Nelson each sold a million copies, and he
was second only to Elvis Presley in record sales in the fifties.
As we head to the 35th anniversary of his sad passing it's handy
to have all Rick's biggies in one place, and with 34 tracks you
get most of what you need.
Roger Dopson's compilation runs chronologically so the opener
is his first hit, a cover of Fats Domino's I'm Walkin' with its
slightly detached, but very cool vocal, a complete contrast to
Fats' warmth.
Third track in, You're My One and Only Love is ascloseasthis to
doo-wop while Have I Told You Lately That I Love You proves
Rick as adept with a ballad as a rocker.
With so much quality on offer, it's difficult to pick a favourite, but for me Believe What You Say has
always been number one of the uptempo cuts, while Sweeter Than You is top ballad.
But there's not a duff track among them, and thanks to guitarist James Burton every backing is ace.
John Howard
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Four sunglassed rockers with slicked back hair, three in panel
shirts, posing in front of a matt black forties limousine suggests
raucous rockabilly within the cover of this CD.
What you get, in fact, is a dozen well played instrumentals
including a couple of gentle rockers, and otherwise tasteful
picking from the lead guitarist who might consider a stage name
for the international market. But I suppose it's a bit late for that,
since this Finnish band is in its 25th year.
There's a few originals, a couple of covers, and a huge variety
of styles, including a dip into Latin for El Baile de la Cobra,
haunting ballads, and a superb opener entitled Golden Days.
Production standards are high and although The Shadows
must be an obvious influence Pekka avoids some of the tinnier
tone Hank Marvin can produce at his worst.
John Howard

A novel idea explores a sub-genre of fifties and sixties music
that resulted in a handful of hits for various instrumentalists.
The opener is the number one US charter for David Rose,
simply titled The Stripper which has all the ingredients exotic
dancers crave. A solid mid-tempo, a thumping bass drum and
stabs of brass on top.
The success of that release sparked a whole series of releases
by Sonny Lester and his orchestra, and he placed two long
players starting with How to Strip for Your Husband – Music to
Make Marriage Merrier on the chart. Single titles include
Sonny's Blues to Strip By, For Strippers Only, and Walkin' and
Strippin',
There are eight titles by Sonny here, but the collection is fleshed out with raunchy instrumentals
entirely suitable for stripping by Big Jay McNeely, Johnny Otis and Joe Liggins, among others.
This could result in a whole new generation of bump 'n' grinding housewives. Who knows?
John Howard

In their initial three That’ll Flat Git releases in the series back in
1992, Bear Family wisely chose RCA, Decca and Capitol to start
off, what has become, the best quality musical tome of American
rockabilly and rock and roll. Both Decca and RCA have had
follow up CDs in the series but Bear Family have waited 29
years to get round to a second install of Capitol Tower rockin’.
Is it worth the wait? Heck yeah. Bear Family has compiled a
really thoughtful selection - mixing Capitol classics with rare
tracks of exceptional quality.
Standouts for me include the Jodimars’ audition track for
Capitol, recorded when the three salaried members left Haley
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for fame and fortune which didn’t match the quality of their recordings. ‘Well Now, Dig This’ sounds
stunning on this release too.
The two Tommy Sands recordings come from the rare ’59 single which is regarded by many as the
best thing he recorded on the label.
Early recordings on the rocking hillbilly side include the fabulous Billy Strange ‘Let Me In Baby’ and
the equally great Rudy (Grayzell) Grey with ‘You Better Believe It’. Also keeping the bopping side
represented are the two Hank Thompson numbers – both with Merle Travis doing the picking
honours.
Gene Vincent, Jerry Reed and Wanda Jackson are all represented with superb tracks, while the
lessor known artists like Ronnie and Roy, Kenny Loran and Gary Von Ilg contribute strongly.
Roy Clark finishes the CD with a storming version of Ruth Brown’s ‘As Long As I’m Movin’’ –
probably the unexpected highlight for me. I’ve had it on repeat quite a bit this morning and I’m
absolutely loving it!
John Spencely

I went to see Eric Clapton back in 1995, while he was touring
his acoustic blues; his support act at the Sheffield Arena was a
71 year old Clarence ‘Gatemouth’ Brown. It was possibly my
first taste of the blues and it was certainly ‘Gatemouth’ who left
a much greater impression on me than the star of the show.
I’ve collected him ever since; getting lots of his 78s, 45s, and
CDs here and there. The uptempo Parrot recordings have
always been my favourite and, with this new release in the
Rocks series, we’re treated to the very best of these – all
mastered beautifully.
The CD starts very strongly with ‘Okey Dokey Stomp’ from ’54,
which perfectly demonstrates his strong voice and guitar playing. A favourite of mine ‘Pale Dry
Blues’ is represented by both parts 1 & 2 and demonstrates just how he could build a sound up with
the band. ‘She Walks Right In’ has never been done better by anyone… and plenty have tried. I
love a proper guitar workout and ‘Gate Walks To Board’ and there are very few that compare.
The wiley Don Robey was so convinced of Brown’s talent that he started Peacock Records to
showcase the new artist. Brown repaid the trust by being a solid seller for the indie label until the
early ‘60s. It’s easy to see why; these tracks are the epitome of great blues.
File under: Cool
John Spencely

Fifteen tracks from whom you may remember as being Sugar Ray Ford (Reyford – get it?).
“The Band” on this CD is actually just Pat who provides all the vocals and instruments, and solely
accomplished the arranging, mixing, mastering and more; what a genius.
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Not only does he sound like Elvis and the Jordanaires on at least two Elvis related numbers, he is
also the back-up musicians.
“Party Doll is a lot more rockabilly than Buddy’s, and as an Impala “Sorry, I ran all the way home” is
virtually spot on. Nice to hear a Johnnie Ray song, but “Cry”
belongs firmly to Johnnie even though Pat sounds as if he is
trying not to be. Three self-penned tracks include the great
rockin’ shuffler “Kings Lynn Boogie” the other boogie being
“Boogie Woogie On A Saturday Night”. Track 10 is the falsetto
enhanced “Lonely Girl,” and I wondered how Pat was going to
deal with the closing track, the femme Shirley Gunter’s “Oop
Shoop,” and probably wise to have arranged as a male
sounding vocal.
This CD is becoming a fast seller with at least one sell-out so
far. Diverse with rockabilly, doo-wop, boogie with a hint of
woogie, R&B rockers, ballads, click on the link below for the full
track listing, and don’t forget to ask for the TFTW discount.
Ken Major

Another 15 tracks with Pat playing all the instruments, vocals
and back up vocals. With more than another nod at the vast
swing fraternity, this volume, fast on the heels of Volume 1,
shows Pat’s diversity, with for example the crooner’s lament “All
of me,” and then the rockin’ Hardrock Gunter’s “Birmingham
Bounce.” From the bunch of Elvis related, my favourites are
“Teddy Bear” and “Peace in The Valley,” but from the “Jailhouse
Rock” EP the great “Don’t Leave Me Now” is given an airing and
a nice version of “Paralysed”. However I rate Pat’s take on the
Elvis numbers in Vol 1 as marginally better.
Bobby Lord’s rockabilly “Everybody’s Rockin’” is a cracker as is
Boyd Bennet’s “Seventeen.” It’s a brave pianist to tackle “Mess
Around” and Pat succeeds. Diverse with rockabilly, rockers,
gospel, R&B and ballads, click on the below for the full track listing, and don’t forget to ask for the
TFTW discount. CJRO does not have a website but its home page is on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/cjrorecords/ or click on http://www.tftw.org.uk/ then “LINKS”
Ken Major

























We only managed to squeeze in 47 reviews in this issue (with thanks to John Howard, John
Spencely, Ken Major and Lee Wilkinson) which must be some sort of record. If you know of any
magazine squeezing in more, please let us know. Over the last few issues, mainly due to the sterling
work of John Howard, we are pretty sure we’ve carried the most. Thanks John.
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TFTW continues to revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a current relevance.

THE 1950’S – A BIRD’S EYE VIEW
By Neil Foster
Previously printed in issues 12 to 21 from December 2001 to September 2002

1958 was high tide for Rock’n’Roll. Some of the year’s records still stand as among the very best
examples of the style, whose titles alone instantly evoke that Indian summer: ‘At The Hop’,
‘Jailhouse Rock’, ‘Peggy Sue’, ‘Rave On’, ‘Yakety Yak’, and the immortal ‘Summertime Blues’.
Any teenager with money in his pocket was spoiled for choice in the record shop. It was the year
that Chuck Berry gained his one-and-only Top Twenty placing in the UK with the double-sided
classic ‘Sweet Little Sixteen/Reelin’n’Rockin’ and also released another record which, although it
did nothing in chart terms, can truthfully be said to have launched more British beat groups than any
other – the superb ‘Johnny B. Goode’. Every tyro guitarist cut his teeth on the intro to that song.
Little Richard produced the powerful rocker ‘Good Golly Miss Molly’ and there was an exciting new
instrumental sound from Duane Eddy with ‘Rebel Rouser’.
There were novelty discs galore, like ‘Splish Splash’, ‘Rockin’ Robin’, ‘Do
You Wanna Dance?’, ‘Western Movies’ and ‘Purple People Eater’ and a
folksy ballad hit, ‘Tom Dooley’, whose theme of murder and hanging
caused some controversy, unlike, curiously, Jody Reynolds’ rather morbid
dirge of attempted suicide, ‘Endless Sleep’.
It was the year that Elvis went into the Army and music magazines began
the guessing game of “Who will replace him?” Ricky Nelson was one of the
names mentioned, a pleasant but unexciting singer whose softer vocals
were a foretaste of things to come.
There was plenty of good, melodic pop music around, too, from the Everlys’
‘Dream’ to the Platters’ ‘Twilight Time’, from Connie Francis’ hugely successful revival of ‘Who’s
Sorry Now?’ to the new Italian songs like ‘Volare’ and ‘Come Prima’.
Still the critics insisted that Rock’n’Roll was on the way out and it was, but not just yet. Novelties
like the “Kwela” from South Africa, as demonstrated in the hypnotically boring ‘Tom Hark’, with Elias
and his Zig Zag Jive Flutes (the name was more interesting than the song) or the Cha Cha Cha
(which did survive, as a dance) hardly dented its appeal and in the middle of the year a Rock’n’Roll
record in the old style hit number one – Marvin Rainwater’s ‘Whole Lotta Woman’.
The hula-hoop craze briefly came and went, being blamed for a spate of pelvic disorders and a
sudden shortage of plastic piping for industrial and commercial use.
There were two major tours by American stars. The first, by Buddy Holly, has already been
mentioned, and it was a triumph. The second, by Jerry Lee Lewis, was a disaster.
As soon as the Press discovered that Lewis’s wife, Myra, was only thirteen years old (Jerry Lee
claims she was 14) he became the target of such a barrage of public abuse and newspaper pillory
that he was forced to abandon his tour and return home, his career in ruins.
A century earlier, the historian, Lord Macaulay, had written perceptively: “We know of no spectacle
more ridiculous than the British public in one of its periodical fits of morality”. At the time I could
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never understand what all the fuss was about – he’d married the girl, hadn’t he? (All right, so the
marriage was bigamous – that’s not a bad crime, is it?). And if the objection was to her tender age,
then surely his management should have made it more clear that such marriages were not
uncommon in the rural South of the United States. All this, of course, assuming that a singer’s
private life had anything to do with his records.
It is probable, too, that Jerry Lee’s self-confident and arrogant manner and the obvious vanity and
egotism of his stage-act jarred on his British audiences, more accustomed to polite speeches from
humble colonials glad to be appearing in the mother country. Lewis always gave the impression that
appearing here was a privilege for the audience, not him, and there must have been lots of people
who liked his records but were put off by the persona he had created for himself: that of the
traditional, big-headed, big-mouthed, boastful Yank. He paid the price for misjudging his public.
If 1958 saw the decline of Jerry Lee Lewis, it also saw the rise of British Rock’n’Roll, in the person
of Cliff Richard and ‘Move It’, the first Rock’n’Roll record this side of the Atlantic that could compare
in any way with the American product.
My friend and I liked ‘Move It’ a lot but he was not impressed by the singer’s name, assuming it to
be a blatant copy of Little Richard. The sulky vocal was great, though, and the defiant lines: “They
say it’s gonna die but honey, please let’s face it, they just don’t know what’s goin’ to replace it” were
absolutely true. The “hook” that made it an instant hit was the thrilling opening, played in descending
chords, which soon became part of the repertoire of thousands of amateur guitarists. (But the “B”
side, ‘Schoolboy Crush’, was greeted with stunned disbelief. I mean, this was to have been the “A”
side?)
There was one member of my circle of friends at the time who had a personal interest in Cliff Richard
for, like him, he was an Anglo-Indian, with the very English name of John Day. We had met him in
Liverpool Public Libraries, newly arrived from Bombay, closely followed by his family. He was a firstclass athlete and swimmer (picked to represent India in the Youth Olympics) but his main interest
was playing the guitar and Rock’n’Roll. That summer he started to teach my friend to play the guitar.
Hundreds of teenagers all over Liverpool and thousands more all over the country were doing the
same thing, spurred on by the sight of so many British artists who were emerging as stars on the
“Oh Boy” TV show.
Here I must state a personal prejudice. I do not look back on “Oh Boy” with the affectionate nostalgia
that so many of my contemporaries do. I thought it was terrible – a noisy, blaring, speeded-up,
ruthless massacre of Rock’n’Roll classics, sounding just as if someone was playing your favourite
LP at 78 r.p.m.
Visually, I agree, it was revolutionary for its time but it was, after all, designed to be listened to as
well as watched, and the general quality of the music was dire.
The producer, Jack Good, had already gained a reputation as one of the very few intellectuals who
understood teenage music. He wrote a regular column on pop music for “Disc” and made no secret
of the fact that he liked Rock’n’Roll.
Whether he ever really understood how it was created, is debatable. Ignoring the fact that the best
Rock’n’Roll was produced by small combos, he assembled giant bands that resembled juggernauts,
like Lord Rockingham’s XI, and later, an even more top-heavy outfit, which he dubbed “Jack Good’s
Fat Noise”. This featured a bass sax(!) as well as a battery of the usual saxes.
Punch-drunk by these musical pile-drivers, one’s ears were then assaulted by that least rocking of
instruments, the electronic organ, played in a peculiar stabbing style by a manically grinning harpy
called Cherry Wainer (we saw her at a ballroom in Rhyl the following year and I can confirm that
she was as bad live as she was on TV). As one slumped groggily on the ropes, more blows to the
head came from Red Price and his excruciating tenor sax, sounding like a cross between a newlycircumcised piglet and a piccolo. As one sank to the canvas, out for the count, one was dimly aware
in the background of hordes of amateur impressionists vying frantically with each to produce the
worst-ever impersonation of Elvis, Little Richard, The Coasters etc.
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In spite of my criticisms, however, there is no doubt that “Oh Boy” was enormously popular and
influential, making stars of Cliff Richard, Marty Wilde, and Billy Fury, and it did wonders for the UK
Rock’n’Roll scene in general.
It also paved the way for better shows like “Boy Meets Girls”, which introduced Gene Vincent and
Eddie Cochran to British audiences.
There are two things everyone remembers
about 1959: the legendary summer, one of the
best on record, and the plane crash on
February 3rd that took the lives of Buddy Holly,
the Big Bopper and Ritchie Valens.
My employer was reminiscing about that
summer during the heatwave of 1976 and he
summed it up in the following sentence, “I went
on holiday that year to the South of France and
my son stayed at home – but he got a better
sun-tan than I did!”
I have to be honest and say that the death of Buddy Holly did not affect me then as much as it did
later, when the full extent of his talent became apparent.
It was the Big Bopper who took up most of the space on that famous “Daily Mirror” front cover, since
he had the current Top Twenty hit – “Chantilly Lace”. Valens was hardly known over here, his “Come
On Let’s Go” having been covered by Tommy Steele.
Much has been made of the ironic title of Holly’s last record and posthumous no. 1 – “It Doesn’t
Matter Anymore” but not so well known is a grim coincidence in some editions of the “Mirror”
concerning the Big Bopper. One’s eyes travelled from the photo of the big man in the baggy, striped
suit, arms outstretched, to the bottom left-hand corner of the page, occupied by an advertisement
for a clothing firm, headlined: “SALE OF BIG MEN’S SUITS”. (On the other hand, it could be just
my sick sense of humour…)
Before the year was out, the first of the Holly-imitators had arrived – Adam Faith. British artists were
having a field-day covering every American hit they could but Faith went one better – he covered
the artist’s trademarks as well, faithfully copying Holly’s hiccup, his accent, his wistfulness and even
the pizzicato violins that had first appeared on “It Doesn’t Matter Anymore”.
That was in November but long before that British artists had decided that Pop was a better bet than
Rock’n’Roll. Cliff Richard was a pop singer from “Livin’ Doll” onwards; Marty Wilde had been one
since his cover of “Endless Sleep” in 1958 and newcomer Craig Douglas was a copycat pure and
simple.
It was a British reaction to what was happening in the States. Pop music was pushing out the Big
Beat. The Elvis rockers of that year – “I Got Stung”, “One Night” and “Big Hunk O’ Love” did not
really count as they were culled from the recordings that RCA had stockpiled just before he went
into the Army. But “A Fool Such As I” showed the way that things were heading.
Even the uncompromising Little Richard seemed to have run out of steam, reduced to rocking up
standards like “Baby Face” and ”By The Light of the Silvery Moon”.
A typical trend was Bobby Darin’s yearning to be a cabaret artist and appear at the Copacabana.
His pop hit “Dream Lover” (with the great rocker “Bullmoose” relegated to the B-side) was soon
followed by the heavily orchestrated “Mack the Knife”, symbolic of his determination to follow in
the footsteps of Sinatra and the other “song stylists”.
At about the same time, I recall, I started to read interviews with pop stars who had formerly been
Rock’n’Rollers, and proud of it, which included the ominous phrase, “I don’t want to be a
Rock’n’Roller all my life – my ambition is to be an all-round entertainer.”
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It was easy to understand this desire. It was nice to have a hit of any sort but too close an association
with Rock’n’Roll was, many young singers feared, professional suicide in the long term. Teenage
taste, as everyone knew, was notoriously fickle, whereas a vocalist who could handle ballads and
standards could appeal to a much more sophisticated and stable market.
There was another reason - Rock’n’Roll has always been sung mostly by males for males; straight
pop music in contrast could pull in a lot of female buyers for whom Rock’n’Roll had little appeal.
But before we write off 1959 as the death-throes of Rock’n’Roll it is as well to remember that the
first half of it saw the release of “C’mon Everybody” by Eddie Cochran and two of Jerry Lee’s
greatest – “High School Confidential” and “Lovin’ Up A Storm”, both of which just reached the Top
Twenty. It still had plenty of fight left in it.
For me, though, 1959 will always be associated with Duane Eddy. My
friend and I went on holiday that golden summer to Talacre in North Wales,
staying in a primitive bungalow owned by his mother. The jukeboxes
everywhere were loaded down with “The Lonely One”, “Cannonball”,
“Peter Gunn”, “Yep” “Forty Miles of Bad Road” and others and we both
spent a fortune in small change, feeding them. I have not seen mentioned
in any account of Eddy’s career as a successful instrumental act, the fact
that his beautiful, bassy sound was tailor-made for jukeboxes with their
powerful speakers; nothing sounded better booming out on a clear
summer night.
In the bungalow late at night (oil-lamps and an oil-drum as a lavatory!) we
searched for Rock’n’Roll on the radio (hired for the week from the camp
shop at a cost of £2 returnable deposit). Once we even got Radio Lyons
but on the way had to do a lot of fiddling to avoid the plague of Russ
Conway records, which seemed to have infected the whole of Europe.
(Footnote for Guinness-drinkers: Draught Guinness was first
introduced to the British market in 1959. It was not, in fact, real
Guinness but we did not know that at the time. We had heard stories
of its alcoholic strength and that very few people could take more
than three pints without getting absolutely blotto. Greatly daring, my
friend and I sank about four or five pints before going into a
Rock’n’Roll record hop in Rhyl, to give us Dutch courage with the
girls. It gave us courage, all right, and a terrible head!)
Another strong memory is listening to BBC Radio’s “Saturday Club”,
a two-hour (I think) programme, featuring Jazz as well as Pop. I
often overslept and missed it, which was no great loss, as the
engineers, for some unknown reason, specialized in getting a really tinny sound from even the most
exciting band. It was compered by Brian Mathew, a middle-aged square, and there was a spot
where he played some of the latest releases.
I remember him once reading out a letter from a listener complaining, “Why are they always so
bad?” Another time a teenager wrote in tipping Neil Sedaka’s “I Go Ape” for the charts and Mathew
commented crisply, “It’s been and gone, mate!”
Television generally was at the peak of its 50’s popularity and a TV set was now an essential item
of furniture in every working-class home. There was still an element of snobbery in the way the two
channels were compared – ITV for those in search of mindless entertainment and escapism; the
BBC for information, enlightenment and high standards.
The strange thing is that each affected the other. Under the stress of competition from ITV, the BBC
became more populist and less stuffy, while still retaining its way of doing things and to counteract
charges of philistinism and cultural inferiority, ITV started to produce more “serious” programmes,
notably documentaries.
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Both channels bought American series’ and this was the year
that ITV scored with “Wagon Train”, an epic Western adventure,
which, as far as I know, was the first hour-long programme of
its type that had ever been tried.
The British film industry received a welcome boost this year with
the release of “Room At The Top”. The storyline – an
ambitious, working-class, social climber marries the boss’s
daughter after getting her pregnant but loses the older woman
he really loves when she commits suicide after his rejection of
her – might have been borrowed from a Victorian melodrama of
the “trouble at t’mill” variety but the gritty realism of its Northern
background, the tight direction and convincing casting and, above all, the emotional intensity of
Simone Signoret’s acting as the doomed lover (it brought tears to my eyes, and still does) made it
a tragic masterpiece.
It was the frank dialogue in the love scenes that caused such a stir – it was the first British film to
admit that women, as well as men, have sexual desires (and not just “loose” women, either) and it
blew a breath of fresh air through the stuffy morals of 50’s cinematic conventions. After it, nothing
could be the same again.
Here is an example from my own experience of its power. When my friend and I first saw it, there
were two yobbos in front of us who sniggered constantly and made suggestive remarks throughout
the first half of the film but eventually, even they were reduced to silence by the searing honesty of
the script.
The ending was unforgettable. Joe Lampton climbs out of the bridal car on the morning of his
wedding to the boss’s daughter – all his ambitions fulfilled, at a terrible cost. A tear glistens in his
eye at the memory of his dead lover, Alice Aisgill. His bride instantly spots it and misinterpreting the
reason for it says in delighted surprise, “Why, Joe, you are sentimental, after all!”
THE END
Neil Foster

American Music Magazine, TFTW's sister collaboration, has
completed its first year as an on-line publication only. The
printed version is much missed but alas it was no longer
economically viable. Looking ahead, this coming year will
see six issues rather than last year's four because of the
wealth of material on hand. It kicks off in style with a special
issue dedicated to Dale Hawkins. The feature is the result
of truly in-depth research by Woodie Dominique Anglares
who, with the help of Ken Major, has delivered a
blockbuster. It is accompanied by some wonderful
illustrations, press clippings, and both record and session
discographies. The presentation, thanks to the work of
magazine editor Bo Berglind, is first-class and does
Dominique and Ken's endeavour the justice it deserves.
Please contact Dickie Tapp dickietapp@googlemail.com for more details if you would
like to access this issue.
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
Back again gang, just taken a casual stroll over from page 3, no rush. Nothing
much to ‘buzz’ about at present, plenty to announce once life returns to normal,
more than a few ideas I can’t wait to share with you all. Instead, I’m putting out
a plea to all you good folks.
As I’m sure you’ll agree, we are a pretty diverse magazine, treading ground often not trod by other
magazines, neither specialist nor mainstream, however we do have a vacancy among our array of
conscientious, knowledgeable contributors, that is for a regular, or indeed near regular, country
music columnist. I’m sure there must be more than a few out there who could fill that nagging gap.
As you know we don’t care whether you are professional, amateur, even if you’ve never written a
single column in your life, but would like to give it a go, or if you know somebody who might just fit
that bill. Give us a call or email us at TFTW, we wait to hear from you; after all, these guys are so
disappointed they don’t have a permanent champion here at TFTW.

I’ve been thinking (always a worrying phrase – H), plenty of time to do that in the present situation,
that it would be wonderful for folks to share their memories of roots music shows over the years,
particularly among our more senior readers. I’m sure there must be mountains of treasured
recollections from their many long years of gig going? Please feel free to share it with us, it’s so
important that these be documented. Although we are not in the nostalgia business, we are very
much on the heritage side of things, preserving and yet treating our music as a living, breathing art
form. TFTW can’t wait to see those thinking hats on your heads.
I’m taking up valuable space here, time now to hand over to Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll who has
been searching high and low for music we hope you are able to enjoy in the months ahead.
Stay safe, you are the keepers of the flame.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
The continuing list of gigs that appear on venue websites, but which likely will need a massive change in the
present coronavirus situation for any of them to go ahead.
March 2021
10 - 12 Wednesday - Friday The Blues Chronicles
20 short films and 20 live performances re-creating a century of rhythm ‘n’ blues
Bush Hall
£25 + fees Unreserved seating
26
Friday
The Lost Brothers
Irish folk/country duo who may call to mind Leonard Cohen.
Union Chapel
£20 + fees
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28
Sunday
Will Downing
Rescheduled gig for “The Prince of sophisticated soul”.
Jazz Café
£27.50 + fees
April 2021
9
Friday
PP Arnold
Still riding high following TFTW appearance. Rescheduled date.
Union Chapel
£29.50 + fees
27
Tuesday
Dana Gillespie & The London Blues Band
Promoting the 2019 Ace album ‘Under My Bed’.
100 Club
£15 + fees
27-28 Tue/Wed
The James Hunter Six
Postponed dates in support of latest Daptone album, ‘Nick of Time’.
Jazz Café
£20 + fees
May 2021
7
Friday
Amadou & Mariam and The Blind Boys Of
Alabama
Ambassadors of Malian music join forces with gospel legends.
Rescheduled date.
Royal Festival Hall
£25 - £45 + fees
9
Sunday
The Robert Cray Band
Original date 8 May 2020, so limited ticket availability.
Cadogan Hall
£39.50 - £44.50 + fees
9 & 11 Sun & Tue
Nick Lowe
Tickets still available for these postponed dates (only Monday is now sold
out).
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £48.15
June 2021
7 & 14 Monday
Gretchen Peters & Band, and Kim Richey (support)
Two country/folk singer-songwriters for the price of one,
King’s Place
£24.50 - £36.50 + fees

www.americanmusicmagazine.com

American Music Magazine is
published
by
the
Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club, a non-profit
organisation devoted to the 1950s
Rock'n'Roll music and our intention
is to document, as far as possible,
the early years of rock-a-billy,
Rock'n'Roll and its related artforms.
The text of the magazine is in
Swedish and English. Each issue is
full of original photographs and
discographies.
Editorial Board: Bo Berglind, Kent
Heineman, Ken Major, Erik
Petersson, Dominique Anglares,
Alexander Petrauskas.
See website for subscription
rates and back issues.

15/16 Tue & Wed
Mavis Staples
A gospel legend now in her ninth decade, and whose solo recordings span fifty years. Rescheduled date.
Union Chapel
£42.50 + fees
19
Saturday
Lee Fields & The Expressions
Rescheduled date.
Queen Elizabeth Hall £35 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to keithwoods25@hotmail.com
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £20 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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